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The aim of the study is to investigate share repurchase practises. The

study also investigates the connection between the reasons the firms have

named to affect their repurchases and the actual behaviour of the firms.

Furthermore, it studies the abnormal returns caused by repurchase

announcements.

The thesis is a quantitative study, which uses data of Datastream

database, information of exchange releases and the thesis is based on

previous studies of the subject.

Based on the research it can be concluded that the reasons the firms

announce has little to do with the firm’s real intentions and behaviour.

Furthermore, the study of abnormal returns caused by stock

repurchases shows that unexpected buybacks and larger programs

cause larger abnormal returns.
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Tämän tutkimuksen tarkoituksena oli selvittää omien osakkeiden

takaisinostoihin liittyviä käytäntöjä Suomessa. Tutkimuksessa selvitettiin

ilmoitettujen takaisinostojen syiden ja yritysten todellisen käyttäytymisen

suhdetta. Tutkimuksessa tarkasteltiin myös takaisinostoihin liittyviä

ylituottoja.

Tämä tutkielma on kvantitatiivinen tutkimus, jossa tutkimus perustuu

Datastream tietokannasta ja pörssitiedotteista saatuun dataan sekä

aikaisempiin tutkimuksiin aiheesta.

Tutkimuksen perusteella voidaan todeta, että yritysten ilmoittamat syyt

takaisinostoille eivät kerro yritysten todellisista aikeista tai

käyttäytymisestä. Ylituottojen tutkimuksen perusteella voidaan todeta,

että suurempi takaisinosto-ohjelma ja ennakoimaton takaisinosto

aiheuttavat vahvemman positiivisen markkinareaktion.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Stock repurchasing is a method with increasing popularity, used by

management to increase value to stockholders.  In Finland share

repurchase restrictions have been removed in 2005. This is a common

trend in EU, where many European countries have recently removed

restrictions on buybacks due to EU legislation. There are still only a few

studies of share repurchases on European data. Most studies have been

done in the United States, where taxes and legislation differ from Finland

and Europe generally. Furthermore Finnish data offers some interesting

features.  In Finnish data on buyback restrictions exact information is

available that is only estimated in many countries, like the USA.

Previous studies show that firms may repurchase stocks for many

reasons. The decision to purchase is affected by the firm’s distribution,

investment, capital structure, corporate control, and compensation

policies.  The reasons behind share repurchases are widely studied.

Vermaelen (1981) find evidence of signalling the undervaluation,

Stephens and Weisbach (1998) find that repurchases and cash flow levels

are related, Dittmar (2000) confirm these findings and add that firms use

repurchases to distribute excess cash, alter their leverage ratio, fend of

takeovers and counter the dilution effects.

Market reaction to open market stock repurchase announcement has

observed to be positive. Ikenberry et al. (1996) found that stocks abnormal

returns are negative three to 20 days prior to the announcement, but the

abnormal returns are positive two days before and two days following the

announcement. In the long term they found positive abnormal returns one,

two and three years following the repurchase announcements. There are

later studies confirming these findings in Finland, for instance Karhunen

(2002) find that phenomenon in Finland. He found positive abnormal
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returns at initial announcement of repurchase program and at the

announcement of actual repurchases. Karhunen (2002) also found that

the only one of four repurchase programs lead to actual buybacks. In his

study undervaluation, excess cash, executive/employee stock options and

foreign investors are found to be determinants behind the repurchases.

Other study with Finnish data is written by Tomperi (2004). He studied

stock repurchases effects on the liquidity and total payout of the

companies. He found that repurchases decreases liquidity in general, but

for small and less liquid firms the repurchase can increase liquidity.

However, law on buybacks has changed since the studies of Karhunen

(2002) and Tomperi (2004). There are two major changes affecting to the

buybacks. First, the imputation system for cash dividends was suspended

in 2004. Second, the allowed amount of repurchased stocks increased

from 5% to 10% in 2005. These changes might affect to the share

repurchase practises even if the determinants behind the repurchases are

not expected to be changed.

1.2 Purpose of this study

Purpose of this study is to investigate the state of repurchases in Finland

after the law chances. In the first phase of this study is investigated the

connection between the reasons the firms have named to affect their

repurchases and the actual behaviour of the firms. The second phase of

the study is investigated the connection between events, which are first

announcement of repurchases (usually request of repurchase program),

announcement of starting the buybacks and actual buys.

In the first phase of this study is analysed the collected data of the

reasons Finnish firms have named for repurchases. At the same time

popularity of repurchases and real use of repurchased stocks are

collected and studied. Hypothesis one represent the first phase. In the
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second phase is studied the abnormal returns the repurchases produce.

Hypothesis two, three and four represent the intention.

The hypotheses are based on the previous studies and the theoretical

background concluding asymmetric information, capital structure and

agency costs. The background is presented in following section.

Hypothesis to be investigated are presented as follows:

H1. The announced reasons for repurchases determine the firm’s

behaviour.

H2.  All the repurchase events cause positive abnormal returns. This study

investigates three events. The studied events are the first

announcement of the repurchasing program, the announcement of

starting the actual buybacks and the first actual buyback.

H3. Firm’s activity with repurchases determines the size of abnormal

return. Frequent programs and actual buybacks are expected to

decrease the magnitude of market reaction.

H4.  There is a connection between the CAAR of first announcement of

the repurchasing program, the CAAR of the starting the buybacks

and the CAAR of the first actual buy. Previous event(s) determine the

following event(s).

Hypothesis one assumes that firms behave rational and announce their

true intentions. Finnish law prescribes that firms announce reasons for

repurchase program.

Hypothesis two is based in former studies and theory of signalling. The

hypothesis meaning is to create ground to the two following hypothesis.

Signalling can cause positive market reaction if the market sees the

information of the signal as a positive sign. Furthermore, the market
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reaction to repurchases should be positive even if the management has

no superior information due to valuable option the repurchase

authorization creates.

Most of the repurchasing firms have a repurchasing program for every

year. However, it is no likely that a firm could credibly signal

undervaluation frequently. The two latest hypothesis studies the practise

of frequent programs. Hypothesis 3 is based on assumption that

frequency of repurchase programs affect to the magnitude of the market

reaction. Assumption is presented in the study of Jagannathan and

Stephens (2003). They found that infrequent stock repurchases receive a

much stronger positive reaction than frequent stock repurchases.

Hypothesis four is based in assumption that the market reaction concludes

the possibility of following events.

It is taken to consideration that reputation effects can provide an

alternative explanation for the announcement returns without a

commitment to repurchase. Furthermore, repurchases can be seen as an

option to exchange its market value for its true value if, in the future, prices

become lower than the true value. (Ikenberry and Vermaelen, 1996).

Magnitude of the market reaction to announcement of repurchasing

program is dependent on investor’s view of the announced information;

the more investors agree and trade information the smaller is abnormal

return drift. (Vega, 2006). Likelihood of actual repurchases has also an

effect to the magnitude. (Karhunen, 2002)

1.3 Structure of the thesis

The study is formed as followed; First Section is an introduction to the

subject.  Section 2 provides theoretical framework and literature preview

to the previous studies of share repurchases. The practices of share

repurchases are covered in third Section. Section 4 describes research

methodology and data. Section 5 presents the empirical investigation.  It is
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divined to two phases; the first phase is the study of the announced

reasons for repurchases, and the second is the study of the average

abnormal return. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions of the study.

Appendices provide examples of practises and a summary of firms

announced reasons and the actual use of repurchased stocks.
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Financial theories are based on the assumption that firms objective is to

maximize the value of the business. Management of corporation tries to

maximize the value through financing decisions. Corporate financing

contains three parts: investments, financing and dividends. The financing

contains the optimal mix of dept and equity. The investments should yield

a return greater than the minimum acceptable hurdle rate, and if there are

no such investments, return the cash to the owners. The return of cash

can be dividends or share repurchases. (Damodaran, 2006)

Management’s main target is to maximize the market value of firm.

However, there are several things having an effect on the prices of stocks

through investor’s behaviour. The theories explaining investors and

managements behaviour and affecting share repurchases are briefly

discussed.

2.1 Asymmetric information

Asymmetric information is one of the arguments the theory of

repurchasing is based on. Asymmetric information exists if the market is

not fully efficient. The level of market efficiency affect to the strength of

market reactions on the corporate behaviour.

The concept of efficient stock market is the most integral and logically

justified explanation of why stock market prices change. It is found and

developed by Fama in the early 1970. He suggested that the ideal type of

stock market is one which prices provide accurate information for resource

allocation. Prices on a market, in which firms invest capital in production,

and where investors purchase financial assets of various issuers on the

basis of profitability, should reflect all available information. In that case,

market can be called efficient.
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Asymmetric information means, in this context, that managers know more

about companies’ prospects, risks, and values than outsider investors do.

This is possible if markets are not fully efficient. The company decision to

increase regular dividends is based on management’s confidence in future

earnings. Thus, dividends transform information from managers to

investors.

Asymmetric information affects also to the choice between internal and

external financing, and between new issues of debt and equity securities.

Financial choices convey information of the firm’s financial situation to the

market. Firms try to create best possible image. This leads to a “pecking

order”, in which investment is financed first with internal funds, then by

new issues of debt, and finally with new issues of equity. New equity

issues are a last resort when the company runs out of debt capacity. The

threat of financial distress costs increases existing creditors fear to loose

the invested capital and interest. For the management the financial failure

denotes the threat of the unemployment. (Brealey, 2000). Capital structure

is discussed in more details later.

Changes in price and liquidity related to the announcement of

repurchases, and especially with actual repurchases, are one way to study

the possible information asymmetries associated with repurchases.

(Gottesman and Jacoby, 2006). The effect of buybacks on share liquidity

is typically measured by the bid-ask spread, the trading volume or the

depth of the order book. The hypothesis of asymmetric information

predicts that liquidity will decrease along with buybacks as the

management of the repurchasing company is better informed than the

existing liquidity providers, like investors and market makers. Therefore, it

can be predicted that liquidity will increase along with the repurchases, if

the management of the repurchasing company has no inside information

in timing the repurchases. (Tomperi, 2004)
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The theory frame of asymmetric information includes signalling theory.

The information signalling theory suggests that firms are better informed

than investors are about whether firm is good or bad. A good firm has

improved cash flow and earnings expectations. Theory also suggests that

a good firm can distinguish itself from bad firms by sending a costly signal.

Separation to the good and bad firms requires that it will be more costly for

bad firms than good firms to send a signal. In the context of payout policy,

it is suggested that distributing cash is a costly signal. Since a repurchase

program is a form of cash distribution, this theory could be applied to

repurchase programs. The problem is that bad firms could mimic as good

ones. Bad firms could also announce a program, enjoy price appreciation

today, and then refrain from repurchasing. However, repurchases also

transfers wealth from short-term shareholders to long-term shareholders.

If a bad firm announces a program, its short-term shareholders will suffer

losses that reflect informed trading of a good firm, but its long-term

shareholders will only enjoy informed trading gains of bad firm, which are

lower. The bad firm pays from mimicking, but in the good firm losses and

gains are the same, so the announcement is free for them.  (Oded, 2005)

There are two types of signalling actually related to repurchases. First, like

regular cash dividends, repurchases can function as a signal of a

company’s future cash flow. “Earnings signal” is due to asymmetric

information on the stock market. A share may be priced below its intrinsic

value and share repurchases may convey information on managers’ cash

flow and earnings expectations. Therefore, repurchasing firms should

produce an increase in the future earnings. Second, buybacks can also be

used as a signal of market undervaluation. Trough “undervaluation signal”

managers might express their disagreement with the way the company is

valued through repurchases. (Tomperi, 2004)
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2.2 Capital structure

Modigliani and Miller (1958) showed that dividend policy does not matter

in perfect capital markets; they also showed that financing decisions does

not matter under such conditions. Their “proposition I” denotes, that a firm

cannot change the total value of its securities just by splitting its cash

flows into different streams. The firm’s value is determined by its real

assets, not by the securities it issues. Thus, the capital structure is

irrelevant as long as the firm’s investment decisions are taken as given.

However, in practise, the capital market is imperfect. Market imperfections

make personal borrowing excessively costly, risky, and inconvenient for

some investors. This creates a natural clientele willing to pay premium for

shares of levered firms. Also taxes, corporate and personal, and the cost

of bankruptcy have an effect on how much the firm should borrow.

The trade-off theory of capital structure recognizes that target ratios for an

amount of debt may vary from firm to firm. The tax advances of borrowing

and the costs of financial distress are balanced in the theory. It also

suggests that corporations should aim at the target ratio for capital

structure that maximizes firm value. The target ratio ought to be high in

firms that have safe, tangible assets, and plenty of taxable income to

shield. Low target ratio should be in firms with risky, intangible assets.

Those unprofitable companies ought to rely primarily on equity financing.

For example, high-tech growth companies should use relatively little debt.

However, there are costs of adjusting capital structure. Thus, firms can not

always be at its target debt ratio. Firms cannot immediately offset the

random events that sift them away from their target. (Brealey, 2000)

The trade-off theory also suggest, that companies having extra heavy debt

should rebalance capital structure by issuing stock, constraining

dividends, or selling off assets in order to raise cash. This theory of capital

structure does not explain why the most profitable firms within an industry

generally have most conservative capital structures, even though it does

successfully explains many industry differences in capital structure.
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According the trade-off theory, the high profitability of firm should lead to

the high debt capacity, and the high corporate tax incentives to use that

capacity. The pecking-order theory suggests that firms use the internal

financing when it is available, and only choose debt over equity when

internal financing is not sufficient. The less profitable firms in an industry

don’t have higher target debt ratios. However they borrow more because

they need more external financing and debt is next on the pecking order.

(Brealey, 2000)

2.3. Agency costs

In the long run, a company’s value comes from its capital investments and

operating decisions more than from its financing. Therefore it is favourable

that firm have sufficient financial slack to assure that financing is quickly

available for good investments. Financial slack means that a firm has

cash, marketable securities, readily saleable real assets, and ready

access to the debt markets or bank financing. Ready access basically

requires conservative financing so, that potential lender sees the company

as a safe investment. In contrast, if there is too much slack, it may

encourage managers not to do their best or expand their perks and build

an empire with cash that should be paid back to stockholders. That

increases agency problems. (Brealey, 2000)

The agency theory suggests that, a firm faces agency costs as its owners

and managers have different incentives. Managers might rather invest

excess cash to negative net present value projects than distribute the

cash to owners, if there is an individual gain to manager available from

such a project. Investing in such projects the managers destroys

shareholder value. The theory associates the positive market reaction to

announcements of share repurchases with the fact that, repurchases are

cash distribution, and cash distribution is expected to make managers

more disciplined in their expenditures. (Isagawa, 2000; Karhunen, 2004)
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In other words, the firms, that have high free cash flow, are supposed to

do buybacks. The firms with unnecessarily high free cash flow are

exposed to agency costs. (Grullon and Michaels, 2004a). The market can

penalizes these firms out of concern that managers may abuse slack

resources and over-invest in sub-optimal projects. To avoid such a

situation, managers can reduce free cash flow by repurchasing. An

announcement should then cause positive short-run abnormal return.

Long-run abnormal return is also positive, if stocks are actually

repurchased. (Chan et al, 2004)

The agency costs as part of the corporate government is a widely

recognised problem. In the United States, corporate governance

considerations clearly motivated the 2003 Act of dividends taxation. The

Joint Economic Committee argued then that, reducing dividend taxes

means “paying dividends rather than retaining earnings would promote a

more efficient allocation of capital and give shareholders, rather than

executives, a greater degree of control over how a company’s resources

are used”. (Morck and Yeung, 2005)

2.4 Reasons for repurchase

The majority of explanations why a firm distributes cash in general, and

why they choose a specific payout form, can be classified into three

groups: taxation, agency problems, and asymmetric information. There

are several reasons under agency problems and asymmetric information:

cash distribution, signalling, altering capital structure, compensations,

corporate controlling and investments.

The general explanations describe repurchases well, but one should bear

in mind that amount of available information and the accuracy of firm’s

valuation can affect firms repurchase decisions.
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New information, like an unexpected event can cause increase in

repurchasing activity. In USA is reported a “patriotism effect” after 11

September 2001. Patriotism becomes a significant motive for companies

to make stock buyback announcements. During the two weeks following

the attacks, announcements had a positive effect on a firm’s share price.

(Gu and Schinski, 2003)

The Finnish stock exchange was not closed due to the attacks. Trading

continued uninterrupted at the time of the attacks and thereafter. The USA

markets were closed for several days. Due that event the number of

repurchasing firms increased statistically significantly, and so did the

number of actual repurchases. (Tomperi, 2004)

2.4.1 Distribution policy

Stock repurchase is one way to distribute excess capital to shareholders,

like dividends. Repurchases have some advantages over dividends. Firm

does not have a commitment to repurchase when they have an open

market repurchase program. There is no expectation that the distribution

will occur on a regular basis, unlike dividends. Dividends reduction causes

reduction in firm’s market value. (Dittmar, 2000; Isagawa, 2000)

The level of cash dividend in this year is dependent on firm’s year’s

earnings and previous year’s dividends. The previous year’s dividends are

linked to the previous years; that year’s earnings and previous year’s

dividends. Thus, the dividend of current year is dependent on history of

firm’s dividends. There are empirical studies showing that dividends cut

have two time bigger relative, and negative effect to the stock value, than

dividends increase have a positive one. This causes dividends to be

sticky, firms are more reluctant to cut dividends than to increase them.

(Tomperi, 2004; Denis et al., 1994)
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Dividends are distributed quarterly or annually. Open market repurchase

authorizations provide the firm an ability to distribute cash with short notice

at any time of year. Furthermore, with repurchases firm can distribute cash

many times through the year. That makes repurchase more flexible than

cash dividends. Thus, flexibility and the fact, that repurchase is not a

commitment, causes firm distribute cash as dividends from relatively

permanent cash flows, while repurchases are made out of temporary cash

shocks. If repurchases and dividends are substitutes, then stock

repurchases should be negatively related to a firm’s dividend payout ratio.

(Jagannathan et al., 2000; Grullon and Michaely, 2002b). The form of

payout influences to stock returns and spread. (Gottesman and Jacoby,

2006)

In the USA dividends are paid quarterly, but in Finland cash dividends are

paid once a year after the financial results of the year are available. In

Finland taxes have changed so, that repurchases are more favourable

than before, but dividends still have gains in taxation. In the United States

individuals were taxed on dividend income at the same rates as on other

forms of income until 2003. After the passage of the Job Growth and

Taxpayer Relief Reconciliation Act of 2003, dividends are paid out of after-

tax corporate income, but the individual tax rate on dividend income was

cut to a maximum of 15 percent. The USA taxation differs from Europe,

but in many countries, the tax codes favour share repurchases over

dividends. (Morck, 2005)

2.4.2 Capital structure

When firm distributes capital, it reduces its equity and increases its

leverage ratio. Thus, a firm can achieve its target leverage ratio by

repurchases. The firm is therefore more likely to repurchase stock if its

leverage ratio is below targeted level (Dittmar, 2000). In Finland, it is

doubtful that this can be the predominant motive behind open market

repurchasing programs, even if many firms announce, that it is one reason
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for repurchases. That is because only max 10% of outstanding shares can

be repurchased. And even more important is that most of the firms

frequently are remaining the program fully or partly unutilised. (Karhunen,

2002)

Repurchases are a tool for managing capital structure. And it is often

connected to the stock options. Firm’s equity financing increase due to

executed stock options. This equity dilution can be avoided by

repurchasing stocks beforehand. As companies buy stocks back, the

equity base contracts and debt/equity ratios increase and nullify the effect

of the options. (Dittmar, 2000; Bens et al., 2003)

Firms with low leverage or large decreases in leverage are more likely to

announce buybacks. Those firms that actually buy shares back have

positive long-run abnormal returns (Chan et al, 2004). The market reaction

to the repurchases can be negative or positive; it is dependent on whether

the firm is moving to its optimal debt ratio or away from it. Market reaction

to announcement of repurchases is also explained by the more efficient

use of tax shields. Equity betas were found to decline after repurchases

due to decreases in the underlying uncertainty of the firm’s assets.

(Damodaran, 2006)

2.4.3 Compensation policy

The executive’s stocks options has an effect on the firm’s capital structure.

Furthermore, a firm, that compensates its executives with large number of

stock options, may find it beneficial to repurchase stocks against other

effects of the options. This is based on the assumption, that stock options

are not dividend protected, i.e., the exercise prise of the options is not

adjusted to reflect the decrease in stock price caused by the dividend

distribution. Stock options encourage managers to substitute repurchases

for dividends since repurchases do not dilute the per-share value of the

firm. (Bens et al., 2003; Dittmar, 2000)
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However, expected earning per share, EPS, does not automatically

increase with the stock repurchase. (Guay, 2002) That is because the

repurchases means a reduction in corporate assets, unless repurchases

are financed by new debt offering. Reduction in assets will mean a

reduction in earnings, if all assets are efficiently employed. Expected EPS

will increase only, if the reduction in shares outstanding is relatively

greater than the reduction in expected net income. (Brealey, 2000). This is

illustrated with two examples.

First example: a firm have 1000 shares outstanding. Shares are traded in

price of 10€. If the firm repurchases 100 shares the number of shares

decline to 900, but the stock price may increase to 10,5€. The total market

value is now 9450€ and drop of value is 5,5% (< 10% drop of shares

outstanding).

Second example: A firm has 400 shares outstanding and it buys back 80

shares. Repurchases are dept financed, and the level of interest of dept

affects to the EPS. High interest causes EPS to decrease instead of

increase.

                                Before repurchase                  After repurchase

interest 40€                      interest 100€

EBIT                                    400

-interest                                   0

=taxable income                  400

-taxes                                   200

= net income                        200

EPS                                      0,5

400 400

40                                        100

360 300

180 150

180 150

0,5625                              0,46875

Furthermore, when the repurchase are financed with new debt, the firms

leverage grows, and so does risk. Thus, the rise in EPS will be offset by

the higher returns demanded by stockholders as compensation for bearing

a greater risk. (Karhunen, 2002)
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However, there is positive correlation between actual repurchases and

executive’s options in Finland. The time elapse from the announcement of

repurchase program and first actual buyback decreases due to the

options.  (Karhunen, 2002)

Repurchased stocks can be used directly as compensation. Instead of

giving the options, the bought stocks can be given to the managers if they

reach their goals. Normally there are restrictions to the ownership of the

given stocks, like shares can not be sold for five years.

2.4.4 Corporate control

Repurchases may have an effect on the relationship between the firm and

outside parties. In the presence of upward sloping supply curve for shares,

a firm, which is potential target to an acquisition, can increase the cost of

an acquisition by purchasing stock. The acquisition price increase

because the shareholders, who are selling in the stock repurchase, are

those with lowest reservation value. The repurchases can increase the

lowest price for which the stock is available due to remaining

shareholders, who will expect higher price before they are ready to sell the

shares they own.  Thus, a repurchase can be used as a takeover defence.

Firms, that have high risk to become takeover targets, are more likely to

repurchase stock. (Dittmar, 2000; Brealey,2000)

Repurchases increase ownership concentration and strengthen the hand

of the controlling shareholders if the securities held by the firm lose their

voting rights. (Ginglinger and L´Her, 2006). It is often assumed that

employees will support the management, and if the repurchased stocks

are given to employees, the likelihood of takeover decreases. That might

decrease the value of the firm. (Brealey,2000)
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2.4.5 Acquisitions or other capital investments

Repurchases can be used as a payment in capital investments.

Repurchased stocks can also been sold, in order to rise money to finance

the investment. However, in practice, very few acquisitions appear to

involve repurchased shares, even Finnish firms often says it is a motive to

announce repurchase program.

As an example of acquisition is presented how Konecranes used its own

stocks as payment when it was buying a Swedish company SMV Liftrucks

AB. In their exchange release 29.10.2004 the firm says:

 “The transferred shares are valued at 31.28 euros per share. This

is the trade weighted average closing price for KCI Konecranes

share during a period of 20 trading days ending the third business

day prior to Closing. The transferred shares amount to 0.37 % of all

KCI Konecranes shares. The transferred shares are subject to a 3-

year transfer restriction. One third of the shares may be sold after

one year.”

In its entirety the release is shown in the Appendix 1.

2.4.6 Signalling

A firm can convey a signal of increased future cash flows or the stocks

undervaluation to the markets through repurchases. Repurchases can be

executed when stock price is undervalued. Timing opportunity increases

the flexibility of funds distribution.  Insiders, like managers, are thought to

have better information of firm’s value. Investors read the repurchase as a

signal of misvaluation of stock. Signalling trough repurchase

announcement should correct the value without actual buyback. (Dittmar,

2000)
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If stock repurchases truly signal favourable prospects for the firm, one

could expect to observe positive excess returns for the firm in the long run,

following the repurchase announcements.

Firm’s size and type also affects on market reaction to repurchases.

Smaller firms have fewer analysts following them, thus they are likely to

need repurchase to signal their valuation. The firm’s type means a growth

or a value firm. The value firms are supposed to announce stock

repurchases if stocks are mispriced due to public information. (D´Mello

and Shroff, 2000). Mispricing can be due to private or public information.

But if the manager’s perceptions of mispricing are due to non-public

information, one would expect this type of mispricing to occur for all types

of firms and thus not be restricted to value firms. Therefore, when private

information is a key source of the undervaluation motivating repurchase,

one does not expect to see differences in long-horizon performance when

firms are sorted cross-sectionally on characteristics defined using publicly

available information such as book-to-market. (Chan et al., 2004)

Firms do not actually buy stocks if the initial market reaction to

announcement is complete.  Management decided the completeness by

considering the market reaction to earnings. If the initial market reaction is

not a compete one, and stock is still undervalued after announcement,

firms will buy shares back. The lower the market reaction to

announcement is the larger number of shares firms actually buy. (Chan et

al, 2004). To benefit the long-term shareholders a firm may wish to

authorize a repurchase program in advance of any perceived mispricing.

(Ikenberry and Vermaelen, 1996). Many prior empirical studies support

undervaluation hypothesis. Significant positive abnormal returns are

reported by Vermaelen (1981), Lakosnishok and Vermaelen (1990),

Comment and Jarrell (1991), among others.

Many firms have frequent repurchase programs, but it is unlikely that the

firm could credibly signal undervaluation on regular basis. A different

angle to the subject is to see the open market share repurchase programs
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as a managerial exchange option. The option gives management

opportunity to exchange the market price of stock to its true value. Due to

this opportunity, the companies may wish to authorise open market

programs in advance of any perceived mispricing. This and the preparing

for acquisitions could be the case in Finland. (Tomperi, 2004)

2.5 Literature review

Repurchase program announcements are associated with a positive

market reaction. Positive market reaction are found by Jagannathan et al.,

2000; Chan et al., 2004; Ginglinger and L`Her, 2006 among others.

Repurchasing firms earn further abnormal returns by announcing the start

of actual buybacks. (Karhunen, 2002)

In contrast to smoothly growing dividends, share repurchases are volatile

and vary considerably with the business cycle. Firms increase the number

of actual repurchases during boom times and reduce repurchases during

recessions. The increase and reduction is higher relative to change in the

dividends. Even though dividends make up the majority of total cash

distribution, repurchases are responsible for much of the year-to-year

variation. Managers tend to use dividends to pay out permanent cash

flows. Repurchases are normally used to pay out temporary cash flows,

which are likely related to non-operating income. Operating income is

substantially and statistically significantly higher for the dividend-

increasing firms than for the repurchase increasing firms. (Jagannathan et

al. 2000). In the USA the repurchases are nowadays more popular than

dividends. (Morck, 2005; Grullon and Michaels, 2002b). Reasons for the

popularity are personal taxation and institutional ownership. (Brav et al.,

2005). However, Finnish repurchasing firms pay out large dividends

suggesting that repurchasing is not used as substitute to dividends.

(Karhunen, 2002). Dittmar (2000) also finds that repurchases do not

replace dividens.
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Most used explanation for stock repurchases is undervaluation. Evidence

of this is found in many studies, as example Vermaelen (1981),

Lakosnishok and Vermaelen (1990), Comment and Jarrell (1991).

Stephens and Weisbach (1998) and  Jagannathan et al. (2000) confirm

findings. Jagannathan et al. found that average stock return for firms that

announce repurchase programs, but do not increase dividends during the

year prior to the announcement, was -1,1 % , while median was -0,8 %.

However, the open market repurchases are not optimal vehicle to signal

undervaluation. Fixed price repurchases, like Dutch-auction tender offers

convey the message better.

Stephens and Weisbach (1998) found that cash flow is a determinant

behind the repurchases. The cash flow hypothesis is corroborated by

Grullon and Michaely (2002b, Dittmar (2000). However, Chan et al. (2004)

found little evidence supporting hypothesis of free cash flow.  In short-

horizon there was no abnormal return caused by initial announcement. In

long-horizon, a four-year window after the announcement, there was

significantly higher drift with high free cash flow firms. Evidence supporting

leverage hypothesis was very weak. They found that even while

repurchasing firms do tend to have below average leverage, the firms do

not have any higher drift compared to high leverage firms. Moreover,

returns do not appear to be higher in firms that had sharp declines in

leverage, and who might be using a repurchase to readjust their capital

structure. But Chan et al. (2004) did find most consistent support to the

mispricing hypothesis, even there was some difficulties assessing long-

horizon return evidence.

There is relationship between the distribution of equity ownership and

corporate value. (Ginglinger and L`Her, 2006). On the one hand, an

increase in managerial ownership can decrease firm value if it makes

takeovers more costly, or if it allows managerial entrenchment. On the

other hand, an increase in managerial ownership reduces agency

problems between managers and outside shareholders, resulting in an

increase in firm value. If firm have optimal level of ownership
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concentration, increases in ownership concentration may be value

maximizing for firms that privately sell blocks of equity.  Decreases in

ownership concentration may be value maximizing for firms that buy back

blocks of equity. (Chang and Hertzel, 2004)

Many studies indicate that control-related repurchases are on average

associated with significant decreases in shareholders wealth. In contrast,

announcements of non-control-related repurchases are on average

associated with significant increases in shareholder wealth. That is

consistent with the view that non-control-related targeted repurchases

reduce managerial entrenchment. (Chang and Hertzel, 2004)

The most tested hypotheses are mispricings, disgorging free cash flow,

and altering capital structure. For the hypotheses short-run and long-run

abnormal returns are greater if announcement is unexpected.  If the

announcement is partially anticipated returns are smaller. (Chan et al.,

2004). Vega (2006) suggests that whether the information is public or

private does not matter. More important is the amount of information

investors have and whether they agree information or not. The more

investors agree and trade the information, the lower are the returns.

The returns are also dependent on the size and frequency of the program.

Abnormal returns are higher for larger programs. (Jagannathan and

Stephens, 2003). In addition the drift appears to be contingent to some

extent on actual repurchase activity. The drift is significantly higher in firms

that actually repurchase shares in the year after the repurchase

announcement. In generally, among announcing firms, firms that

repurchase perform worse during the repurchase period than firms that do

not.  In the years following the repurchasing period, the situation is

reversed. (Oded, 2005)

Frequency of firms repurchase programs has an effect on the abnormal

returns of the announcements.  Infrequent repurchases receive a stronger

positive reaction than frequent ones. Firms with frequent programs are
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usually large and have high market-to-book ratios, low debt ratios, high

institutional ownership, low managerial ownership, and low volatility of

operating income. (Jagannathan and Stephens, 2003)

In previous studies (Ikenberry and Vermaelen, 1996; Oded, 2005) it is

suggested that a repurchase program is in fact a real option. Program is

seen as an exchange option that gives a firm the ability to exchange its

market value for its true value if, in the future, prices become lower than

the true value. The option’s value comes from the firm’s ability to

repurchase shares in the future based on private information. However,

the option does not create any value, but the informed trading presents a

zero-sum game between the firm and the market.

In order to create value to shareholders, management must compare the

benefit of buying back shares with the cost of equity. Actual repurchases

decreases firm’s resources. Those resources are sifted from other short

term investments like capital- or R&D expenditures. (Hu and Chuan,

2006). Because the cost of equity changes from industry to another, the

benefit of stock buybacks may vary from industry to industry. There can be

also industry specific factors which affect to the willingness to use

repurchases.

Liano (2003) studied the effect of industry on abnormal returns and

repurchases. He found that construction and contracting companies

exhibit the largest market reaction to the buyback announcement, smallest

reaction exhibit food companies. However, all industry segments

experience significant positive excess returns during the fife-day

announcement period when compared to benchmarking indices. In the

long term, if firms were studied comparing within industry, it appears that

significant positive excess returns were limited to paper products and

financial companies. Mining, primary and fabricated metals, electronic

equipment, and whole sale and retail trade firms exhibit significant

negative excess returns. Findings suggest that even firms can outperform
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the index in the year following the repurchasing announcement, they

significantly underperforms their industry peers.

Most resent studies with European data are in line with previous findings.

Ginglinger and L´Her (2006) examined open market stock repurchases in

France. They found a positive average market reaction to the repurchase

announcement (+0.57% in window (0, +1)). However, the magnitude of

the price reaction is found to depend on a number of corporate

governance structure measures. The positive aspects of the

announcement only appear for a company with a low likelihood of being

taken over, and with a low risk of minority shareholder expropriation. Their

results stress the importance of ownership structure and its connection to

the corporate governance as a determinant of share repurchases.

Liljeblom and Pasternack (2006) studied the determinants of share

repurchases and dividends in Finland. They find that higher foreign

ownership serves as a determinant of share repurchases and suggest that

this is explained by the different tax treatment of foreign and domestic

investors. The findings are in line with Karhunen (2002). They did also find

support for the signaling and agency cost hypotheses for cash

distributions. Different from majority of studies is that in their study the

sample contains option programs which were dividend protected; 41 % of

the programs. They find that when options are dividend protected, the

relationship between dividend distribution and the scope of the options

programs turns to a significantly positive instead of the negative,

documented in the US data.
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3. SHARE REPURCHASES IN PRACTICE

The theories explain repurchases in general level. However, the practise

of repurchases contains information without the phenomenon is difficult to

understand.

Repurchase authorizations are obtained essentially at no costs, therefore

firms might be tempted to seek successive repurchase programs even

though they have no intention to make actual buybacks. Repeated

repurchase authorizations are associated with lower actual repurchases.

(Karhunen, 2002)

Stock repurchases has become famous, but there are three possible

reasons why all firms do not announce repurchase programs. First the

management should be able to detect the valuation errors, then the firms

should have financial resources to actually buy stocks back, and finally the

program should be large enough to repurchases stand out from the noise

of daily trading. (Ikenberry and Vermaelen, 1996). During a bull market

companies should not be so active in repurchases except at the very

beginning of the take-off if the signalling for underpricing is considered to

the key factor affecting buyback activity.

When firms with less liquidity buys back their own shares, problems may

arise. However, there are cases when the trading behaviour can be

considered as liquidity providing instead of manipulative. In a situation

where the daily volumes of repurchases maintain a reasonable level, and

offers are priced so that they reflect recent transactions, including the

done buybacks, repurchases can increase liquidity. (Tomperi, 2004)

3.1 Methods of Share Repurchases

There are three primary methods a firm may use to repurchase own

equity. The first method is that, firm announces an open market buyback
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program, and gradually repurchases shares from the stock exchange at

the prevailing market prices. Open market repurchases is the most used

method.

The second method is a tender offer, where shareholders of a firm are

approached with a direct proposition to sell their shares, typically at a

significant premium above the prevailing share price. Tender offers are

typically used to take over a company, but a firm may also make a tender

offer to repurchase its own shares.  In both cases, the target shareholders

experience significant gains on average.

As an example of tender offer with higher price says TeliaSonera 27.4.2005

in his exchange release:

 “Based on the authorization received from the Annual General

Meeting on April 26, 2005, the Board of Directors of TeliaSonera

AB (publ) ("TeliaSonera") decided on April 26, 2005 to repurchase

a maximum of 187,009,282 shares, by offering the shareholders of

TeliaSonera to sell every twenty-fifth share to TeliaSonera for a

cash payment of SEK 55 (approximately EUR 6.05[1]) per share,

corresponding to a premium of approximately 33.6 percent. If the

repurchase offer is fully accepted, approximately SEK 10.3 billion

will be transferred to the shareholders.”

Third way to repurchase is through the Dutch auction.  A company states

the number of shares it will repurchase, and a price range within which

shareholders can offer to sell their shares. Shareholders fill out tendering

schedules indicating how many shares there are willing to sell at each

price within this range. (Karhunen, 2002)

As an addition to these primary methods there are also privately

negotiated repurchases. That is a repurchase where a large stockholder

sells the shares to the company at negotiated price. (Damodaran, 2006).
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3.2 Insider trading

Insider trading has to be considered with repurchases.  Transparent

reporting rules and anti-manipulation regulations play an important role in

avoiding misconduct, and they are also important in the process of

ensuring an independent and effective price formation procession the

stock market.

The trading activity of insiders has a significant effect on stock returns if

trading is executed a month immediately preceding the announcement of

repurchase. It is reported, that insider net selling relates to positive excess

returns.  Even larger and more significant excess returns are related to

insider net buying. In addition, the extent of managerial ownership and the

percentage of common shares outstanding authorised for repurchase

have a positively effect on stock returns. (Tomperi, 2004)

Finnish reporting and insider rules are among the strictest in the world,

making a firm’s repurchase transactions relatively safe regarding price

manipulation. The company determines the time period before financial

statement or interim report, when trading is forbidden from the company’s

regular insiders, like the Executive Director. That period is called a closed

window, and it has to be at least 14 days. If a company releases the

financial statement every 6 months, closed window has to be at least 21

days long. The closed window can end several days after the financial

statement is released, if company fines it convenient (HEX, 2006). An

example of this in practise is Atria´s exchange release in 27.2.2006:

”Restrictions on trading by insiders: On 21 February 2002 Atria

Group plc's Board of Directors decided that the period during

which the company's insiders may trade shares is 14 days after

the publication of Atria Group plc's Interim Reports and financial

statement bulletins. However, any insider who wishes to trade

shares during this period must request permission to do so in

advance from the secretary of the Board of Directors. Insiders
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may not trade shares at other times ('closed window'). The

restriction on trading also applies to parties under the

guardianship of insiders and their controlled corporations as

defined in Chapter 1, Section 5 of the Securities Market Act.”

3.3 Share repurchases in Finland

In September 1997 Finland removed restrictions on buybacks. It was then

possible to buy back 5% of firm’s outstanding shares. Since the change of

The Company Law in 2005, firms are allowed to repurchase up to 10% of

outstanding shares. (Ministry of Justice, 2006)

Legislation has also changed in other areas affecting repurchases. On 30

June 2004 the Finnish Parliament accepted a proposal to reform taxation

of companies and capital. According to that reform, dividends distributed

by publicly listed companies became taxable, and the imputation system

for cash dividends was suspended. Dividends are now double taxed. First

corporate income is taxed, and then the same income is taxed again when

shareholders receive dividends paid out of corporate income. That makes

repurchases more attractive to Finnish investors. Despite of that,

dividends still have tax advantage on their side. In respect of private

individuals 70 % of dividends distributed by publicly listed companies are

taxable income. Thus, effective tax for dividends is 19,6%, and for

repurchase revenue over 1000 euros investor pays 28% in taxes. (Ministry

of Justice, 2006)

In Finland firms are required to disclosure one or more reasons for their

repurchase programs. They are also required to announce the start of

actual repurchases in open market repurchase authorizations and disclose

actual repurchases on a daily basis. In the United States firms have no

obligations to disclosure their actual trading. In the USA and many other

countries firms do not announce the actual repurchases. Therefore the

studies of the subject have used estimated repurchases. Furthermore, in
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the USA the repurchase programs can have maturities of several years,

while in Finland the practise is that the authorizations maturity is one year.

There are two general principles of repurchases, according to the Helsinki

Stock Exchange (OMX, 2006). First, when acquiring its own shares, a

listed company operates in the markets in the same way as other

investors. A listed company may acquire at the most a 10-percent share of

its own shares and thus, the company may momentarily be a significant

operator in the markets. The acquisitions of their own shares shall be

effected so that no exceptional market movements result from the trading

of the company and the equal treatment of the shareholders is taken into

consideration in the acquisition as a whole.

Second, when acquiring their own shares, attention shall be paid to the

distinctive characteristics of the after-markets of each company and its

shares. The following principles usually apply to the implementation of

share acquisitions:

- The acquisition of own shares shall be implemented so that the

company does not give exceptionally large commissions with

regard to the activeness of trading in its share and the volume of

transactions.

- The acquisitions of own shares shall be implemented during a

sufficiently long period. The investors shall have the possibility of

trading for a minimum of one trading day.

- The acquisition of own shares shall be implemented in continuous

trading in automatic order matching.

- An intermediary implementing the acquisition of own shares shall

continuously have valid purchase offer for at least one round lot in

continuous trading.
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Daily repurchase volume is limited to 50 % of the average daily trading

volume of the 4-weeks period before the transaction. In many other

countries, like the USA and Sweden, the limit is 25%. This difference may

be due to the general trading activity and market size. One could consider

the upper limit more reasonable for less liquidity and less frequently traded

shares. Due to the limitation the buys are executed over several

consecutive days, so that the daily trading volume is taken into

consideration.

The limit of 50% can be violated, if firm announce that in exchange

release, like Interavanti did in 1.3.2004. Interavanti informs that limit is

violated because of poor liquidity of the stock:

 “Under these conditions the own shares repurchases can exceed

the limit of 50% of shares daily trade. However, the violence of limit

can not cause extraordinary trading in the market and number of

repurchased shares can not be over 10% of repurchase program.”

In its entirety the exchange release is in Appendix 2.

In Finland the timing of repurchase program announcements is linked to

the annual shareholders meeting rather than the stock price movements.

That is why there is no downward drift in abnormal returns before an

announcement, unlike reported studies from the United States. Also in

Finland firms must announce one week prior to actual buyback. This

conveys positive information to the market. Market reaction to an actual

buyback is larger than to the initial announcement. The effect is related

closely to the event day and it cannot be seen in wider window.

(Karhunen, 2002)

Timing the repurchases is not entirely dependent on the company itself.

Company makes a contract with one stockbrokerage firm to take care of

their repurchases. The stockbrokerage firm purchases the company’s

shares according to the guidelines given in the contract. The decision of
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when to start and to stop repurchase of shares is made by the company

executives, but within those decisions the daily repurchase decisions are

made by the broker. That is why the timing of the repurchases does not

fully reflect the management’s beliefs and support the stock price on daily

basis. (Tomperi, 2004)

Less than half of listed companies authorized a repurchasing program in

2002. The number of actual buybacks is modest compared to the

announced programs. Half of the repurchase authorizations end up being

taken advantage of, and only one of four programs is completed.

(Karhunen, 2002). Characteristic to the repurchasing firm is that it has

relatively low debt ratio, high level of free cash flow, and high dividend

when compared with other firms listed on the Helsinki Stock Exchange.

Quite often repurchasing firm has executive and employee stock options.

Foreign ownership is also at high level. Karhunen (2002) finds that

repurchase programs are used more extensively when foreign investors

own a large fraction of the firm. Foreign investors are expected to prefer

repurchases over dividends for tax reasons.

Buyback activity is related to undervaluation and firms buy in response to

poor stock returns during previous months. But firms are indifferent to

returns on previous days. There is also a clear seasonal pattern in the

repurchases, as buying is most active during fall, and least active during

spring. There are also found evidence that buybacks increase with

perceived undervaluation and excess cash. There is also a positive link

between repurchase activity and executive-and employee stock options.

(Karhunen, 2002)

On the one hand, repurchases tend to be executed following poor stock

price performance in the relatively distant past. On the other hand, returns

in the recent past appear to have no effect on the propensity to buy.

However, firms appear to purchase during periods of high trading volume.

Also repurchases tend to be executed over several consecutive days.
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Magnitude of market reaction to the repurchases is affected several

determinants like firms size and programs size. The fraction of the shares

repurchased, volatility of the stock and probability of future undervaluation

affect also the market reaction if repurchases are seen as an option.

(Ikenberry and Vermaelen, 1996). The corporate governance is also

determinant behind the magnitude of market reaction to the repurchases.

The possibility to invalidate the repurchased stocks strengthens the

positive market reaction and the market reaction is more positive for firms

listed on secondary or new markets. (Ginglinger and L`Her, 2006)
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4. DATA AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Most of the repurchases in Finland are open market repurchases.

Therefore, all repurchases studied here are open-market repurchases.

The data of repurchases collected in this study contains years 2003-2006

and the data is collected from firms exchange releases from HEX

database. The reporting rules require companies to notify the Stock

Exchange of buyback transaction immediately after actual action, or at the

latest, before the beginning of the next trading day. Normally notification of

summed trades are send before the end of the after market trade.

Typically companies authorise their stockbrokers to take care of the

repurchase program; to buy the stocks, prepare and send exchange

releases. These releases must include the company name, the transaction

day, stock class, quantity of shares, price of share, total transaction price,

and the date of notification. If several trades have been taken place in one

trading day, the notification must instead of the price per share contain

information on the volume weighted average price and separately the

highest and lowest prices paid.  In practice the release is usually formed in

that way, even it contains only one lot. (Helsinki Stock Exchange, 2006).

To collect the data of repurchase practises all exchange releases from

1.1.2003 to 30.5.2006 of firms with repurchase program was read and

relevant information was gathered to statistics.

Stock returns and prices, and market index are obtained from the

Datastream database. Returns are logarithmical and normally distributed

enough. Event days and statistic of firms’ behaviour is collected from firms

exchange releases. Section 5 provides more detailed descriptive statistics

of practises and abnormal returns.

The event study is most used methodology to study stock market

reactions to many type of information. Typical event study measure

abnormal returns around new information of public announcements, like

earnings and dividend announcements. Crucial to the study is to know the
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exact event day. The market reactions or changes in market variables can

be analysed around that day. In this study the cumulative average

abnormal returns are studied with the event study methodology.

A market model can be used in an event study if the markets are efficient

enough. It is generally accepted that markets are not fully efficient, but the

prices of stocks reflect all or most of the information obtainable and also

the reactions to that information. The efficiency is driven by competition

between investors and brokers as well as by more sophisticated

information systems. However, certain important news may have a major

effect on stock prices, while other news of the seemingly equal importance

causes no change. Events like stock splits, changes in dividends, and

earnings announcements are usually well forecast an advance and thus

most or even all of the information content of the actual announcement

already be discounted to stock prices. Stock repurchase announcements

are less obvious than those, and the announcement could thus have a

stronger effect on returns behaviour and liquidity.

Long term abnormal returns are dependent on the methodology and the

way they are measured. (Fama, 1998).  Many previous studies use short

term abnormal returns: Ginglinger and L`Her (2006), Chan et al. (2004),

Karhunen (2002) among others. Therefore, this study concentrates on

short term returns.

The market reaction to repurchases can be obtained by studying average

abnormal returns:

∑
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where AR is average abnormal return, n is number of stocks in studied

portfolio, and ei,t is abnormal return of stock i on day t.

The abnormal return is
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where Ri,t  is the return of stock i on day t, and E(Ri,t  ) is expected return

on day t.

The expected return is calculated using the CAPM:
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where Rf,t-1  is risk free return and Rm,t is market return.

CART
t0 is cumulative abnormal return from time t0 to t1 and is calculated

as sum of ARs:
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The cumulative average abnormal return for event j (CAARj,T) is calculated

up to T days around the announcements as:
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Observations are ARt values of repurchasing firms at time t to t+n and S

is the standard deviation of sample and n is the number of observations.

AR1, AR2,… , ARn is the sample of distribution ( )2,δµN , where 2δ  is

unknown.

The expected return is calculated assuming that beta of all companies is

one (1). Assumption is made because the beta of illiquidity stocks is

underestimated. Thus, it is studied if the return of stocks is higher than the

market return.  The HEX is used as the market return portfolio index.

The size of the program and volatility of the stock should have a positive

correlation to the market reaction. Furthermore, the better the market

returns explains the stocks returns, the smaller the abnormal returns of

repurchase should be. The effect of programs size is tested and abnormal

returns are expected to be at the same magnitude as in one of the latest

studies by Ginglinger and L´Her (2006).

Three events were first studied with T-test, and later with regression. The

t-test assesses whether the means of two groups are statistically different

from each other. This analysis is appropriate when is wanted to compare

the means of two groups. Assumptions to the test are normal distribution

of data and equality of variances. Samples may be independent or

dependent, depending on the hypothesis and the type of samples.

Independent samples are usually two, randomly selected groups and

dependent samples are either two groups matched on some variable. In

this study the data fulfills the assumptions.

Linear regression is a method for modeling the relationship between two

or more random variables using linear equation. Linear regression

assumes the best estimate of the response is a linear function of some

parameters, though not necessarily linear on the predictors. Simple linear

regression refers to a regression on two variables while multiple
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regression refers to a regression on more than two variables. Variables

relationship to each other determinates which are called independent or

dependent variable.

In this study the first event day, day 0, is the day the Board of Directors

announce that it will require authority to repurchase from the Annual

General Meeting. The second event day is the day the company

announce that it start actual buybacks. Event day in the third event is the

day of first actual buyback.

There were tree studied windows. First window contains solely the event

day. Second window contains tree day’s period; one day prior the event

day, the event day and subsequent day. The last window contains fife

days; two days prior the event day, event day and two subsequent days.

Windows are wide enough to catch the market reaction because the form

of announcement and electrical trading allows fast information spreads.

The form of the announcement the Board of Directors require authority to

repurchase from the Annual General Meeting, is usually fairly clear.

Usually announcement starts with saying: “The Board of Directors

proposes that the Annual General Meeting authorize the Board of

Directors to decide to buy back shares… ”. And it continues:”… According

to the proposal, the Board of Directors may use its authorization to acquire

the company's Series A shares for use in developing the company's

capital structure, as consideration in financing any company acquisitions

or other arrangements, or otherwise for disposal or invalidation...”. For an

example see Appendix 3. Minority of the announcements information is

confusing, and the relevant information is clear. Thus, the information

value of the announcement is good.

There were 149 companies listed on the HEX in 2006. Some of these

companies had two share series. It is typical, that Finnish companies with

dual-class shares have different voting rights for the series. Usually the

liquidity of shares with higher voting rights is lower than liquidity of
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common shares, due to the ownership structure. Furthermore, when a firm

with two share series announce repurchase program, programs are made

for both series. When the data of this study was collected it was observed

that the programs for both series are executed separately. Thus, if both

series have a repurchase program, both series have been taken in to the

studied sample. There were 6 companies with two share series in 2006.

A complete list of share repurchase programmes included in this study is

provided in the Appendix 4. Furthermore, the Appendix contains

information of the reasons the firms has announced.
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5. RESULTS

The study is divided in two phases. The first phase investigates the

announced reasons and real use of the repurchased stocks. It also

contains other statistical information of the state of repurchases in Finland.

The second phase investigates the abnormal returns and contains the

results of the study.

5.1 The study of the announced reasons of repurchases

In this section is detected the practises of repurchases in Finland and

possible connection between the announced reason and firm’s true

behaviour.

5.1.1 Descriptive statistics

The growth of the number of share repurchase programmes has become

steady since the beginning of the repurchases in the 1998. About one of

three listed firms has a program. Table 1 shows the popularity of share

repurchase programs and actual repurchases. Data of year’s 1998 - 2002

are from the study of Tomperi (2004), years 2003–2006 is collected from

exchange releases for this study. The number of the repurchase programs

in the year 2006 is final, because all companies had the Annual General

Meeting before the data was collected.

Situation in 2006 is almost the same as Tomperi (2004) reported at the

end of year 2002; the number of companies listed on the Helsinki Stock

Exchange was 149.  Sixty of those had a share repurchase authorization,

which is 40.6 % of listed companies. Situation nowadays is almost the

same as in 2002. In 2006 there are 149 listed companies and 59

companies having a repurchase authorization.
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Table 1.  Number of programs and repurchases 1998 – 2002

Year         Number of repurchase                 Number of
Authorisations                 actual repurchases

1998                    22                                            11
1999                    30                                            16
2000                    47                                            22
2001                    53                                            25
2002                    60                                            23
2003                      8                                              6
2004                    58                                            13
2005                    70                                            19
2006                    59                                              2      (1.1-30.5)

The general perform of the stock market has an effect on the number of

repurchase programmes and willingness to actually buy.  Firms increase

the number of actual repurchases during boom times and reduce

repurchases during recessions.  In general the year 2005 was a good

financial year, and the growth was strong. In that year the number of

repurchasing programs were highest. The expectations for the current year

in the spring 2006 seems to reflect the year’s number of repurchase

authorizations.  Figure 1 presents last five years of OMX Helsinki.

Figure 1.  OMX Helsinki from 2001 to 2006
(Source www.OMX.com 6.6.2006).

HYPERLINK 
http://www.omx.com/
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In the previous studies (Comment and Jarrell, 1991; Ikenberry et al., 1998;

Dittmar, 2000; Ginglinger and L`Her, 2006) is shown that the actual

buybacks are executed in response to poor stock returns during previous

months and undervaluation. Furthermore, firms repurchase during periods

of high trading volume.

In many cases the actual buybacks are executed close to the end of the

authorization. Especially in the cases the form of authorization is

“minimum 100 shares” the minimum amount of shares is repurchased just

before the end of the authorization.

5.1.2 Results of the announced reasons for repurchasing

The amounts of repurchased stocks are modest, even though many

companies have repurchase programs frequently. Some of the companies

have requested authorization to repurchase for many years but have done

none actual buyback. In the years 2003–2006 there were 81 companies

with a repurchase program, and 41 of them (50%) had an authorization for

every year. However, only 13 companies with frequent authorization did

actually buy stocks back. Findings are in line with Karhunen (2002), who

reported that 44% of repurchase programs in the sample preceded by a

prior one and repeated repurchase authorizations associated with lower

actual repurchases.

The Annual General Meeting usually authorized the Board of directors as

requested. However, there are some exceptions. In two cases, Kemira in

2005 and Kyro in 2006, the General Meeting did give an authorization to

repurchase 5 % of stock, when the Board of Directors requested an

authorization for 10%. One case, Pohjola in 2005, the General Meeting did

give an authorization to 10%, when 5% was request. The General Meeting

of Componenta did not give an authorization when requested. The Board of

Directors of F-Secure decided 8.2.2006 that it will not request the

authorization as announced 15.2.2006.
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In previous studies of the subject, Karhunen (2002) and Tomperi (2004),

the authorization has always been as requested. Thus, there is some

movement in willingness to authorize. Furthermore, firms seem to be

reluctant to fully use the opportunity to repurchase.

It becomes possible at 9.3.2005 to repurchase 10% of outstanding shares.

Twelve (12) firms did have authorization to repurchase 10 % of outstanding

shares in the year 2005. That is 17.1 % of programs. At the beginning of

year 2005, when most of the Annual General Meetings was hold, the

Finnish Companies Act was ungratified.  However, the Finish Ministry of

Justice had announced 12.1.2005 that Finnish companies could buy back

10 % of the shares outstanding in the 2005, and the Act would be ratified

as soon as possible (The Ministry of Justice, 2006). Thus, companies had a

possibility to anticipate the amendment of the Companies Act in the form of

the repurchase program.  An example; Stora Enso made an option to

repurchase 10 % of shares if the Act was ratified as expected. It’s

exchange release 3.2.2005 says:

“If the Finnish Companies Act is amended in accordance with plans

announced by the Finnish Ministry of Justice whereby the

maximum number of own shares that a public limited liability

company may repurchase will be increased from the current five (5)

per cent to ten (10) per cent in the year 2005, the maximum

number of shares to be repurchased under the proposed

authorisation shall be increased accordingly without a separate

resolution by a Shareholders’ Meeting”.

The entity exchange release is presented in Appendix 5.

In the year 2006 the new Act of 10 % repurchases was not a success. Only

half of the repurchasing programs had authorization for 10 % (30 of 59

programs). Two companies, who had 10 % authorization in the year 2005,

had requested 5 % authorization in the year 2006. Interestingly, one of

them was Uponor, who have actively used repurchasing every year. In the
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exchange release 9.2.2006 Uponor reports strong performance, and

expects its net sales of the year 2006 to grow organically in line with its

long-term target level, and similarly to that of 2005. On the one hand, the

expected returns are steady and should not be the reason for smaller

repurchasing program. On the other hand, Uponor increased cash

dividends from 0.7 in the 2005 to 0.9 in the 2006.

The other firm, who decreased the size of repurchasing program, was Exel.

Its financial situation, and expected return explains the reduction of the

repurchasing program. The company reported in the stock exchange

release at 27.2.2006 net sales for the financial year 2005 increased to EUR

91.3 (83.9 in the 2004) million or 8.9% over the previous year but the

operating profit for the financial year 2005 was EUR 12.4 (13.7 in the 2004)

million, down 9.6% over the previous year, representing 13.6% (16.3%) of

net sales. Due to major restructuring of sports production and the

acquisition of Pacific Composites, the firm expect that the profit of the year

2006 will be influenced by a number of non-recurring items, meaning that

the profit before taxes is expected to be slightly lower than 2005.

The decreasing of the repurchasing program is probably connected to the

profit of the year. However, there are only two observations in the studied

period, and any further conclusions can not be drawn.

Karhunen (2002) reports that program completion rates declined from

33.5% in1998 to mere 22.9% in 2000. Declining has continued. Only one

company, Panostaja, in the 2004 announced that the authorization is

completed. In the Annual General Meetings 2005 was given 70

authorizations, and only two of those was completed. Companies were

Satama Interactive and Vaisala.

The signalling can be one reason to the modest completion rate of

repurchasing programs. If the target of the repurchases is to convey

information of undervaluation to the market, and market reaction to the

announcement is strong enough, there is no need to buy stocks back. If the
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initial market reaction is not a complete one, and stock is still mispriced

after announcement, firms will buy shares back. The number of actually

bought shares should be larger when the market reaction to the

announcement of program is lower.

The number of repurchase programs during the years 2004–2006 was 198,

while there were only 81 companies. In that period eleven companies had

two shares and program for both shares. Therefore, the companies who

have the repurchasing program are the same from year to year.

In the Table 2 is presented the announced reasons and the popularity of

the reason in 2003–2006. For details of firms named reasons and the use

of repurchased stocks see the Appendix 4.

Table 2. The announced reasons

Reason % of companies announced the
reason ( nr of observations)

invalidate
transferred to other purposes
capital structure
incentive programs
payment in an investment
improve liquidity

69      (129 )
92.5   (173 )
66.8   (125 )
46.5   (87 )
89.3   (167 )
5.3     (10 )

Actual repurchases 19.2 %: 38 programs of 198 (27
companies)

The most popular announced reason for repurchases is to use the

repurchased stocks as a payment in an investment. Almost 90% of

companies named that reason. In fact, only 5 companies did use stocks as

a payment in acquisitions in the studied period, and 5 companies did use

stocks to some other investment, as real estate.

Common announced reasons were to invalidate (69%) and to manage

capital structure (66.8%). Most of the firms frequently remain the program
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fully or partly unutilised. Therefore the firms did not alter the capital

structure by repurchases.

Stocks were invalidated by 18 Companies, and 8 of them used invalidation

frequently, an example Uponor, Stora Enso and Nokia. Those are the

companies who use repurchases to distribute the excess capital on regular

base. An example of how firms announce about invalidation, see Appendix

6, an exchange release of UPM.

The incentive programs announced 46.5% of companies as a reason to

repurchase. Eight companies did used stocks to that purposes, and did

give repurchased shares to the emplyees. Using stocks directly as

incentives might be increasing caused the negative public discussion of

options.

Transferred to other purposes-reason is precondition to the use as

incentive and payment of an investment. That is why it is not considered as

a real reason for repurchases and it also explains its popularity.

Karhunen (2002) reported that firms disclose several reasons as firms

commonly do nowadays. Popularity of reasons has increased and firms

tend to use several reasons even more strongly than earlier. Named

reasons have changed and become more accurate. Nowadays firms use

exact word for a reason. In the earlier study firms told their reasons with

multiple words. Figure 2 illustrates this change. Dark coloured graphs

donate in this study collected reasons, years 2003–2006. Light coloured

graphs are the reasons from the study of Karhunen (2002), years 1998–

2001. However, the four most famous reasons are still the same.

Karhunen (2002) reported that disclosed reasons are consistent with firm

characteristics.  In this study is found that  most firms use common form to

announce the reasons. The words of announcement are exact same from

firm to firm. Therefore, firm’s characteristics influence to named reasons

has decreased.
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Figure 2. Change of announced reasons

To study the connection between the announced reasons and reality

correlations and two regressions was run. It was studied the connection

between the named reasons and firms behaviour with repurchasing; did the

named reason have an effect on the activity to buy, or to the actual use of

repurchased stocks.

The study of correlations between the announced reasons reveals that

correlations are significant and positive between most of the reasons. That

is caused by the practise that firms in the sample named several reasons.

The capital structure is significantly correlated to all other reasons except

the transferring to the other purposes. That is due to the practice that when

a firm announces several reasons, capital structure is one of them.

Transferred to the other purposes is a precondition for the incentive use

and payment in an investment. However, there is significant correlation

only between the transferring and the payment in an investment. The

correlations between the announced reasons are shown in Table 3, Panel

A.
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Table 3. Correlations of announced reasons and firms behaviour

invalidate transf. to
other
purposes

capital
structure

incentive
programs

investing
payment

improve
liquidity

special
reason

Panel A
invalidate
transferred to o.
capital structure
incentive prog.
investing paym.
improve liquidity

Panel B
Actual buy
actual use

1
 0.249**
 0.289
 0.046
 0.329
 0.108

 0.064
 0.132

 1
 0.188**
 0.143
 0.625**
 0.167*

 0.010
 0.102

 1
 0.156*
 0.381**
 0.167*

 0.051
 0.044

 1
 0.253**
-0.126

-0.044
 0.050

 1
 0.082

-0.043
 0.058

 1

-0.036
-0.069

-0.198**
-0.323**
-0.494**
-0.494**
-0.030
 0.047

-0.020
-0.033

 **  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). *  Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level
(2-tailed). There were 187 observations.

Correlations between the firm’s behaviour and announced reason are

shown in Table 3, Panel B. The panel presents the announced reasons

correlation to the actual buybacks, actual use of the repurchased stocks

and special reason. The results in panel B show that neither the correlation

between the actual buys and the named reason, nor actual use and the

named reason are significant. The special reason has no significant

correlation to firm’s behaviour. However, the correlation between the

special use and named reason has significance.

Interesting is that there is negative correlation between the actual buybacks

and intentions to improve liquidity. A firm can provide liquidity only if it

actually buy own shares. According to the asymmetric information theory,

the liquidity is predicted to increase if the managers of the repurchasing

company have no inside information in timing the repurchases. The actual

repurchases are executed by the brokerage firm, thus, the managements

inside information can not affect to the actual buys. Furthermore, the

repurchases are liquidity providing if daily volumes of repurchases maintain

reasonable level and the price of repurchases reflect recent transactions,

as the general principles of Helsinki Stock Exchange orders.  There were

only few firms who named liquidity improvement as a reason for
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repurchases. Thus, the correlation is not statistically significant, though

none of that reason named firms did actually buy any shares.

Most of the firms named four reasons; invalidate, transferred to other

purposes, payment in an investment and capital structure. Therefore, it was

studied what affect has an announcement with only one or stressed

reason. The special reason dummy was 1 if a firm announced some way, it

has a stronger motive for one reason than for the other reasons, or if a firm

named only few reasons instead all reasons. Otherwise the dummy was 0.

The investing payment and the improve liquidity reasons are the most used

special reasons. However, those reasons have no statistical significance as

special reasons in contrast to the significance of the other reasons.

After the study of correlations the connection between the announced

reasons and firms behaviour was studied with regressions. In the first

regression the dependent variable is the actual use of repurchased stocks

and independent variables are the reasons companies have announced. In

the second regression the dependent variable is the actual buybacks and

independent variables are the reasons companies have announced.

The companies named many reasons for repurchasing. However, the

results of the regressions in Table 4. show that the named reasons had

little to do with the actual behaviour of the companies. Whatever the reason

company named, it can not explain the real use of the repurchased stocks.

Neither could the named reason explain the actual buyback activity. In the

Panel A are presented the results of the regression where dependent

variable is the actual use of repurchased stocks and independent variables

are the reasons companies have announced. In the Panel B are presented

the results of the regression where independent variables are the same

(the reasons companies have announced), but the dependent variable is

actual buybacks. None of the reasons are statistically significant in the

regressions.
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The coefficients for the reasons are not statistically significant even at 10%

risk level. Therefore, the hypothesis one is rejected. Firms seem to name

reasons for safety’s sake and named reasons do not reflect the true

intentions. Findings are in line with Karhunen (2002) who tested effect of

incentive systems, capital structure and excess cash to actual buyback

activity.

Table 4. Regression of announced reasons and firms behaviour

Panel A actual use         t                 sig
(constant)
invalidate
transferred to other purposes
capital structure
incentive programs
investing payment
improve liquidity

F-value

     0.379             0.705
     1.597             0.112
     1.090             0.277
     0.223             0.824
     0.389             0.698
    -0.542             0.589
    -1.110             0.269

     0.992             0.432

Panel B actual buybacks          t                  sig
(constant)
invalidate
transferred to other purposes
capital structure
incentive programs
investing payment
improve liquidity

F-value

     1.388             0.167
     0.910             0.364
     0.648             0.518
     0.972             0.332
    -0.590             0.556
    -1.154             0.250
    -0.757             0.450

     0.487             0.843

***, **and * denote significance at the 1 %, 5 % and 10 % level
respectively.

5.2 The study of the average abnormal return

Three hypotheses are studied. The hypothesis two; positive abnormal

return is caused by the first announcement of the repurchasing program,

the announcement of starting the actual buybacks and the first actual

buyback. The hypothesis three; firm’s activity with repurchases determines

the size of abnormal return. The hypothesis four; there is a connection

between the CAAR of first announcement of the repurchasing program,

the CAAR of the starting the buybacks and the CAAR of the first actual

buy. Previous event(s) determine the following event(s). First of these
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hypotheses is groundwork for latter hypotheses, which are studying

frequent programs. The cumulative average abnormal returns are tested

with t-test. Connections between the CAARs of events are studied with

correlation and regression.

5.2.1 Descriptive statistics

There is previous empirical evidence by Karhunen (2000), that the

abnormal announcement return is 3% positive on average, which means

that the market regards a program announcement as good news.

However, it is reported that abnormal returns could be decreasing

(Ikenberry and Vermaelen, 1996) and legislation has changed since then.

Table 5 presents the minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation of

abnormal returns from the data of the studied three events. Returns are

logarithmical and normally distributed enough. The average return is

smaller than Karhunen (2002) reported. All firms do not receive positive

abnormal returns from repurchases. Standard deviations are in line

between the groups and the groups are at minimum 30 observations. It

allows the use of t-test.

Table 5. Descriptive statistic of studied events.

N            Min              Max            Mean          Std. Deviation
Req. of
auth.
0
-1,+1
-2,+2

Ann. of
start
0
-1,+1
-2,+2

First buy
0
-1,+1
-2,+2

200        -0.12          0.24              0.0049           0.03400
200        -0.90          0.22              0.0020           0.08066
200        -0.50          0.27              0.0070           0.06589

30          -0.11          0.13              0.0067           0.04416
30          -0.17          0.16              0.0166           0.05458
30          -0.18          0.11              0.0184           0.05470

40          -0.04          0.13              0.0081           0.02859
40          -0.09          0.11              0.0052           0.03373
40          -0.11          0.08              0.0053           0.03603
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Market does not fully reward repurchasing firms until they show some

proof of their intentions (Chan et al., 2004; Karhunen, 2002). Thus, market

does not only react to plain repurchase program announcement. Instead,

part of market reaction comes after initial announcement. Therefore three

events were studied.

The first event is the initial announcement of repurchases, which is usually

the invitation to the Annual General Meeting, where the management

announces that it will request authorization to the repurchases. The second

event is the announcement of starting the actual buybacks. According to

the Company Law it has to be given at least a week prior the first buyback.

The third event is the first actual buy.

The size of the abnormal return is affected by the form of the

announcement.  The exchange release of the start of the buybacks and the

exchange release of the actual buys contains no other information. The

initial announcement of the repurchase program usually contains

information of the Annual General Meeting and it might contain also other

information. The additional information in the announcement can cause

misconstruction. Thus, a clean announcement, like the exchange release of

actual buyback, has stronger information value and market reaction should

be stronger. Furthermore, announcement returns in open market

repurchases are tend to be smaller than in tender offers (Karhunen, 2002).

It is taken to consideration that there are other determinants affecting to the

returns. Such can be firm’s reputation, and whether the repurchase is

expected affect to the size of abnormal return as Vega (2006) and

Ginglinger and L`Her (2006) suggests.

The samples included all the observations of the studied period. There

were 200 observations of the first announcements, 30 observations of the

announcement of starting the repurchases and 38 observations of first

actual buy.
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5.2.2 Results of the average abnormal return study

Firm might want to use repurchasing for many purposes. The Board of

Directors has to request the authorization for repurchases from the Annual

General Meeting. The meeting gives the authorization usually for a year,

and the management can decide when it is proper time to start the

repurchases. The actual buys are executed by a stockbrokerage firm and

the management can affect to the actual buy only through the guidelines

given to the brokerage firm.

The study shows that returns are positive and significantly different from

zero at the announcement of starting the buybacks and at the first actual

buyback. Returns are also positive at the initial announcement of the

repurchase program, however, the returns are smaller and reaction is

slower than for two other events. It can not be seen at event day, only in

wider window. The faster market reaction of two later events might be due

to the form of the announcement. (Ederington and Lee, 1996). All three

events produce positive abnormal returns predicts that the market does not

fully reward repurchasing firms, until they do show some proof of their real

intentions. The actions have stronger affect than the announcement of

intentions. The findings are in line with the studies of Karhunen (2002) and

Ginglinger and L´Her (2006). Thus, the hypothesis two is not rejected. The

results are presented in the Table 6.

In the Table 6, panel A are the cumulative average abnormal returns

(CAAR) caused by the first announcement (the announcement of request

for repurchasing authorization).  In the panel B are the CAARs caused by

the announcement of starting the repurchases. In the panel C are the

CAARs caused by the first actual buy. In the panel D is the CAARs caused

by large programs (10% authorization). In the test H:0 was CAAR=0. At 5%

risk level the CAAR of the first announcement is zero in the event day and

at the 10% significance level the CAAR of the announcement of starting the
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repurchases is zero in the fife day’s window. The table shows that all the

other CAARs were positive and significantly different from zero

Table 6. The CAARs of events and larger programs

mean CAAR    Std.deviation          t                   sig
Panel A
First ann.
0
-1,+1
-2, +2

Panel B
ann. of start
0
-1,+1
-2,+2

Panel C
first buy
0
-1,+1
-2,+2

Panel D
10% prog.
First ann.
0
-1,+1
-2,+2

0.0049               0.03400                2.021           0.045**
0.0020               0.08066                0.347           0.729
0.0070               0.06589                1.499           0.135

0.0067               0.04416                0.825           0.416
0.0166               0.05458                1.662           0.107
0.0184               0.05470                1.839           0.076*

0.0078               0.02903                1.650           0.107
0.0053               0.03454                0.950           0.348
0.0063               0.03653                1.063           0.295

0.0077               0.02774                1.872           0.068*
0.0014               0.05544                0.170           0.866
0.0116               0.06314                1.232           0.225

H:0 was CAAR=0. The sizes of the samples were 200, 30, 38 and 45 observation
including all the observations of the studied period. **  Correlation is significant at the 0.05
level. *  Correlation is significant at the 0.1 level.

Results in Table 6. also shows that size of the authorization affect to the

market reaction. Larger programs produce larger positive abnormal returns.

Announcements of programs with 10% authorization produce more

significant positive abnormal returns than announcements of authorization

in general. Large programs (10% authorizaton) returns are presented in

Table 6, panel D.  Findings are in line with Comment and Jarrell (1991),

Jagannathan and Stephens (2003) and  Chan et al. (2004).

Standard deviation of the CAARs is high compared to the mean. It

suggests that the market do not reward all firms with positive reaction.

Reputation and activity with repurchases can cause part of differences.
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Based on the signalling theory, if a bad firm announces a program, its

short-term shareholders will suffer losses that reflect informed trading of a

good firm, but its long-term shareholders will only enjoy informed trading

gains of bad firm, which are lower. A bad firm means here a firm with no

actual positive economic expectations and the stock is not undervalued.

The bad firm pays from mimicking, but in the good firm losses and gains

are the same, so the announcement is free for them. Furthermore, a firm

can not credibly signal that the stock is undervalued on a regular basis.

Thus, the frequent repurchasing programs can not be used to signalling.

Stephens and Weisbach (1998) and Karhunen (2002) suggested that the

market is able to see which firms have intentions to actually buy, and which

firms only mimic the positive signal. Furthermore, the frequency of

repurchase programs affect to the magnitude of the market reaction.

(Jagannathan and Stephens, 2003). Therefore, it was studied if the activity

of the users of the repurchases is a determinant behind the market

reaction. Firms were divided into classes dependent on the activity with the

repurchases. However, there are only fifteen companies with infrequent

programs in the sample, so the study of those has no statistical

significance.

Two groups of firms were studied more closely. First was gathered firms

with frequent repurchasing programs, actual buybacks and/or who had paid

an investment with the repurchased shares, invalidated shares or used

repurchased shares some other way during the studied period. Those were

named Active users. Second group contains the firms with frequent

repurchase program, but no actual buys or use of repurchased stocks

during the studied period. Those are called Passive users. In the first group

there were 72 observations of the first announcement, 17 observations of

the announcement of starting buybacks and 22 observations of the first

actual buys. In the second group there were 52 observations.
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In general the CAAR of announcement of starting the repurchases is

significantly different from zero as Table 6 showed. However, results in

Table 7. shows the that the Active users CAAR of announcement of

starting the repurchases is statistically zero. It suggests that the market

reaction to the expected announcement of the Active user is lower than the

reaction to the surprising announcement of the other than the Active user.

Findings are in line with Vega (2006).

Table 7.  The CAARs of active- and passive repurchase
users

Mean CARR     Std. Deviation      t                sig.
Active users
Req. of auth.
0
-1,+1
-2,+2
ann. of start
0
-1,+1
-2,+2
first buy
0
-1,+1
-2,+2
req.+buy
0
-1,+1
-2,+2

Passive users
Req. of auth.
0
-1,+1
-2,+2

 0.0033             0.03238                0.868          0.388
-0.0029             0.11538               -0.215          0.830
 0.0124             0.05611                1.870          0.066*

 0.0181             0.03855                1.931          0.071*
 0.0292             0.04895                2.460          0.026**
 0.0314             0.04141                3.130          0.006***

 0.0106             0.03378                1.531          0.139
 0.0053             0.04025                0.648          0.523
 0.0033             0.04128                0.398          0.695

 0.0158             0.04516                1.714          0.100
 0.0144             0.04384                1.609          0.121
 0.0155             0.06408                1.183          0.249

 0.0095             0.04228                1.617          0.112
 0.0071             0.05876                0.870          0.389
 0.0071             0.05131                1.000          0.322

 ***, **and * denote significance at the 1 %, 5 % and 10 % level respectively.

Active use of repurchase programs affect to the size of abnormal return,

therefore the hypothesis three is not rejected. However, the effect is not

very strong and there are likely to be other determinants like firm size and

corporate control affecting on repurchases as previous studies suggests.

Smaller firms have fewer analysts following them, thus they are likely to

need repurchase to signal their valuation. Signalling trough repurchase

announcement should correct the value without actual buyback.
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Results in table 7. also show that the active users’ returns from the

repurchase are lower than the passive users. Active user’s abnormal

returns of initial announcement are negative at three days window. Active

users get no abnormal returns from the announcement of starting the

buyback, and they benefit mostly from actual buys. However, despite that

there is no abnormal return from the announcement of starting the

buybacks, active users might benefit from two other events. Therefore, the

Active user’s returns from the request of authorization and first actual buy

were summed. Summed returns are shown in Table 7. at row req.+buy.

Investigation shows that summed returns are smaller than passive user’s

returns from the request of authorization. Therefore, the Active user’s

returns are in whole smaller than the passive users.

This finding is in the line with Vega (2006). She found that the more

investors agree and trade information the smaller is abnormal return drift.

Whether the information is public of private is irrelevant. Reputation of the

Active users convinces the market that the firms will actually buy stocks

and use them. That causes the smaller abnormal returns. Investors biased

self-attribution and overconfidence can strengthen the abnormal returns

based on firm’s reputation. (Daniel et al., 1998)

An alternative explanation to the active user’s smaller revenues is to see

repurchases as option (Ikenberry and Vermaelen, 1996). Repurchase

program authorization gives to the firm an opportunity to exchange firm’s

market value to its true value, alter capital structure, distribute cash in a

flexible way, and all the alternative uses of repurchased shares. Thus, the

value of option decreases when the firm uses the option. That might

explain why the market reaction differs from one user to another.

The results of this study also show that the partial use of the option

decreases its value. Most of the repurchase programs are not completed,

thus, the option has some value. The decreased value can cause the

Active users smaller revenues. Furthermore, Grullon and Michaely (2004a)
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reported that risk premium of firms with actual share buybacks decreases.

Thus, it is logical that the Active user’s smaller risk due to executed

repurchases leads to the smaller abnormal returns. The results in Table 6.

and Table 7. show that size of the program have more significant effect on

the returns than the activity with repurchases, although the passive users

benefit higher returns in three days window.

The results show that all events cause positive abnormal returns, thus, all

three events are relevant when studying the repurchases. Therefore,

relationship between the events was studied closely. Correlation between

the events and a regression was run. Hypothesis four expects that prior

events determine the size of the CAAR.

First event’s correlations with two following events are significant at three

days window. Abnormal returns of the event are strongest in the same

window. It suggests that the form of the announcement affects to the

connection.  There are statistically significant negative correlation between

the first announcement and the announcement of starting the buybacks. It

is strongest in the window of days -1, +1. The correlations are presented in

Table 8.

Table 8. The correlations of the CAARs.

There are 23 observations. ***, **and * denote significance at the 1 %, 5 % and 10 %
level respectively.

First ann.     sig.        Ann. of start     sig.          First buy
Day 0
First ann.
Ann. of start
First buy

Day -1,+1
First ann.
Ann. of start
First buy

Day -2,+2
First ann.
Ann. of start
First buy

 1.000
-0.302          0.081*          1.000
 0.002          0.497            0.380         0.037**     1.000

 1.000
-0.506          0.007***         1.000
-0.459          0.014**         0.203         0.177        1.000

 1.000
-0.085          0.350            1.000
 0.064          0.385           -0.100         0.325   1.000
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The results in Table 8. show that the first announcement and the first buy

have a significant negative correlation on the three days window. At the

event day there are positive correlation between the announcement of

starting the buybacks and the first actual buy. The correlation is significant

at same window, the event day, where also the abnormal returns are

stronger. Exchange release of the repurchased shares is given in the

evening of the execution day. Thus, it is little surprising that the effect of

announcement do not carry on the wider window. That might be due fact

that announcement is clean and the market react fast. When the market is

open, the first 15 minutes right after the release of the announcement are

crucial if investor tries to benefit from the announcement. (Brown and

Hertzell, 2001; Ederington and Lee, 1993)

Despite the significant correlations, the actual buys can not be well

explained by the previous events in the model; a regression was run where

the dependent variable was the first actual buy, and independent variables

were the request of announcement and the announcement of starting

buybacks (plus constant). There were 23 programs with all three events.

The Table 9 presents the regression in numbers: Panel A is a summary of

model. Panel B reports the coefficients of the model.
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Table 9. Regression model of events

Panel A R2             DW             F               sig.              N
Day 0
Day -1,+1
Day -2,+2

0.160        1.578        1.898       0.176             23
0.212        2.019        2.684       0.093*            23
0.013        2.337        0.133       0.876             23

Panel B beta         t            sig           partial corr.    part corr.
Day 0
Constant
First ann.
Ann. of  start

Day -1, +1
Constant
First ann.
Ann. of  start

Day -2, +2
Constant
First ann.
Ann. of  start

               1.357     0.190
0.128      0.595     0.558        0.132             0.122
0.419      1.948     0.066*       0.399             0.399

               1.773     0.092
-0.479     2.080     0.051*      -0.422            -0.413
-0.027    -0.171     0.866       -0.038            -0.034

               0.945     0.356
 0.056     0.253     0.803         0.056            0.056
-0.095     0.427     0.674        -0.095           -0.095

There were 23 observations. * denote significance at the 10 % level.

Partial and part correlations in the model are almost the same predicting

that there is no multicollinearity between the independent variables. Thus,

the independent variables do not explain the same variety of the dependent

variable and they have little variety in common.

However, the model has some significance and on three days window. In

the regression, on three days window, the first announcement has a

significant affect to the actual buys. Part and partial correlations of the first

announcement are quite high and negative while announcement of starting

the repurchases have small correlation to the actual buys. It suggests that

the first announcement is a determinant behind the market reaction to the

actual buys.

The results in Table 9. show that on the event day the announcement of

staring the buybacks explains at 10% significance level a notable part of

variation of the actual buys while the first announcement has very modest

correlation with the actual buys. The announcement of starting the
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buybacks is a determinant behind the market reaction to the actual buys on

the event day.

The poor performance of the model can be explained by the different

windows the events are significant. R2 is low because the effect of initial

announce to actual buy’s is seen in three days window and the effect of

starting the buybacks to actual buy’s is seen in  the event day. The

significant time periods are the same where abnormal returns of the events

are significant. Therefore it is logical to assume that CAAR of the initial

announcement has a positive affect to CAAR of the actual buys and CARR

of the announcement of starting buybacks has reversal effect on CAAR of

the actual buys. Thus, the hypothesis four is not rejected.

5.3 Summary of results

The study of announced reasons shows that practices has not changed

significantly after the laws changes. Half of the firms listed in OMX

Helsinki from year 2003 to 2006 have a repurchase program, and 27% of

listed firms have programs frequently. However, minority of the firms (8%)

did actually buy stocks back. Findings are in the line with study of Tomperi

(2004) with data of years 1998–2002.

Major of the firms with repurchase program named four actual reasons.

The reasons are invalidate, alter capital structure, incentive program and

acquisitions. Analysed data shows that firms use common form for the

announcement and named reasons do not determinate firms behaviour.

This study also shows that only half of firms with repurchase program in

2006 has larger program concluding 10% buyback rights. It is little

surprising cause firm could benefit of larger programs with larger returns.

Findings confirm this assumption.

All the studied events caused positive average abnormal returns.

Unexpected programs and buybacks cause the most strongest and
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positive market reaction. The study shows that frequent programs are a

common practise. However, frequent programs do not create superior

abnormal returns and use of the repurchase authorization decreases the

abnormal returns more.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Stock repurchases are used by corporate management to increase value

to stockholders. The method is popular in Finnish corporate financing and

Finland has recently removed restrictions on buybacks due to EU

legislation like most European countries. Changes of laws have laid a

ground to this study; the imputation system for cash dividends was

suspended in 2004 and last year (2005) the allowed amount of

repurchased stocks increased from 5% to 10%.

Purpose of this study is to investigate law changes effects on share

repurchase practises. The study also investigates the connection between

the reasons the firms have named to affect their repurchases and the

actual behaviour of the firms. Furthermore, it is studied the connection

between repurchase events, which are first announcement of repurchases

(usually request of repurchase program), announcement of starting the

buybacks and actual buys. Firms behaviour is studied running regressions

were independent variables were the reasons the firms have named.

Event methodology is used to study the connection between repurchase

events. Information of practises was collected from exchange releases.

Finnish firms are required by law to disclosure reasons for their share

repurchases programs. It is established a practise to use several reasons.

Most of the firms announced four reasons for the repurchases; invalidate

transformation to other purposes, payment in an investment and capital

structure. It seems that firms use several reasons as an option to ensure

all possible ways to use repurchased stocks. Firms did not alter the capital

structure through repurchases. Invalidation was used quite often. Reason

to invalidate repurchased stocks is to distribute cash to shareholders or

cancel the dilution effect of options. The study shows that the announced

reasons have no significance connection to firm’s behaviour: use of

repurchases or repurchased stocks.  Therefore the hypothesis one is

rejected.
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An announcement of repurchase program is accompanied by price

increase, even though the announcement commits the firm to nothing. It is

possible that market reaction to news is not always completed over short

time periods; an assumption made in this and many event studies, but can

take several years.

The results of this study show that all the studied events caused positive

abnormal returns. The observed abnormal returns were smaller than many

studies (Chan et al., 2004; Stephens and Weisbach, 1998; Ikenberry et

al., 1995) from USA. That might be due the general decrease of

repurchase abnormal returns (Ginglinge rand L`Her, 2006) or due to

development of faster information channels like internet. In Finland

repurchase announcements are public information. Market do underreact

to the public information (Daniel et al., 1998), and that might be additional

explanation to the smaller Finnish returns.  However, magnitudes of

observed abnormal returns are in line with Ginglinger and L´Her (2006)

and Liano et al., (2003).

Observed returns are modest, and there are great differences between

firms. The market does not reward all firms with positive reaction. The size

of the program and reputation of the firm affect to the magnitude of the

market reaction. Findings are in line with Chan et al. (2004), who reported

that returns of partially anticipated announcement are smaller.

Announcements of programs with 10% authorization produce more

significant positive abnormal returns than announcements of authorization

in general. Findings are in line with Comment and Jarrell (1991) and

Jagannathan and Stephens (2003). However, only half of the firms used

the possibility to increase repurchase program to 10% of outstanding

shares in 2006. Law changes seem not to revolutionize repurchase

practises in Finland.
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Frequency of repurchase programs has an effect to the magnitude of

market reaction and unexpected programs were rewarded with larger

returns. Findings are in line with Jagannathan and Stephens (2003) even

though the finding has no statistical significance due to small size of the

sample. Furthermore, the firm’s behaviour has an effect on the magnitude

of the market reaction. The active users CAAR was smaller than the

passive users. Thus, the hypothesis three is not rejected. Firm’s activity

with the repurchases do determines the size of the abnormal return, and

active users receive no abnormal returns from the announcement of

starting the buybacks.

The correlations between the three repurchase events were significant.

The part- and partial correlation suggest that on the event day the

announcement of starting the buybacks has an effect on the actual buys,

and on three days window the first announcement has an effect to the

actual buys. However, the regression did not show that actual buys could

be explained by the two other events.  That is due the different time

periods the events cause abnormal returns. The same time periods are

significant in causing the abnormal returns and model betas. The

correlations confirm significances. Therefore, the hypothesis four can not

be rejected. The previous event(s) do determine the following event(s).

The connection between the events offers interesting possibilities for

further studies. Possible studies could concern connection between

frequent repurchase programs and firms who most benefit from

repurchases. All firms did not achieved positive market reaction and some

firms revenue significantly higher returns than average firm. Furthermore,

it was laborious and takes time to collect the data of repurchase practises,

thus, it would be convenient to continue the studies later on.

Number of repurchases in United States decrease noticeably in the early

1990s, and increased substantially in the mid-1990s. Although the tax

system in United States treats dividends and repurchases the same at the

corporate level, stock repurchases are generally tax-advantaged at the
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personal level. (Jagannathan et al., 2000). In Finland the situation differ

from the USA. The market environment is different. Smaller market cause

lower liquidity. Furthermore, legislation and taxation is different. In Finland

popularity of share repurchase programs have increased to the level

where major changes are not expected. The number of programs and

buybacks fluctuate with state of the economy. Here dividends have tax

advantages over share repurchases despite the changes of law and this

might be the reason behind the cautious implementation of the possibility

to buy back 10 % of shares.

Finnish repurchase practises cannot be compared to the USA due to

different legislation. However, the results of the abnormal returns are in

line with previous studies, made in Europe and USA. Findings show that

unexpected buybacks and larger programs cause larger abnormal returns.

Furthermore, not only frequency of repurchases programs determines the

magnitude of market reaction, but also activity with repurchases

determines the magnitude.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1: A payment in capital investments

KCI KONECRANES PLC   STOCK EXCHANGE ANNOUNCEMENT  29
October, 2004 5.50 p.m.

TRANSFER OF KCI KONECRANES PLCÂ’S OWN SHARES

KCI Konecranes Plc has transferred a number of shares as partial
consideration in a business transaction in which KCI Konecranes Group
purchases all shares of SMV Lifttrucks AB, Sweden.

The transferred shares are valued at 31.28 euros per share. This is the
trade weighted average closing price for KCI Konecranes share during a
period of 20 trading days ending the third business day prior to Closing.
The transferred shares amount to 0.37 % of all KCI Konecranes shares.

The transferred shares are subject to a 3-year transfer restriction. One third
of the shares may be sold after one year
from Closing, one third two years from Closing, and the rest three years
from Closing.

Transfer of the company's own shares:

Date:          29.10.2004
Trading:       Transfer outside public trading
Share:         KCI1V
Total value:   EUR 1,671,916
Share amount:  53,450
Share price:   EUR 31.28

The amount of own shares held by KCI Konecranes Plc after the
transfer is 210,650 shares and 1.47 % of all KCI Konecranes
shares.
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APPENDIX 2: A violation of the limit of daily repurchase
volume

The board of directors decided that due to the low liquidity of Interavanti

shares the repurchases violate limit of daily repurchase volume. Normally

daily repurchase volume is limited to 50 % of the average daily trading

volume of the 4-weeks period before the transaction. The board of

Directors states that ”Under these conditions the own shares repurchases

can exceed the limit of 50% of shares daily trade. However, the violence

of limit can not cause extraordinary trading in the market and number of

repurchased shares can not be over 10% of repurchase program.”

INTERAVANTI OYJ PÖRSSITIEDOTE 1.3.2004 klo 14.30

OMIEN OSAKKEIDEN OSTO-OHJELMAN KÄYNNISTÄMINEN

Interavanti Oyj:n varsinainen yhtiökokous on 23.2.2004 tehdyllä
päätöksellä valtuuttanut hallituksen tekemään päätöksen omien
osakkeiden osto-ohjelman käynnistämisestä. Hallitus on päättänyt
käynnistää omien osakkeiden oston aikaisintaan 15.3.2004. Hankittava
määrä on enintään 494.000 osaketta.

Yhtiön osakkeen pörssivaihdon keskimääräisen likviditeetin vähäisyyden
johdosta päätti hallitus lisäksi HEXin omien osakkeiden hankintaa
koskevan sovellusohjeen 3.2.5 kohdan mukaisesti poiketa ohjeen kohtien
3.2.1 – 3.2.2 menettelytavoista seuraavasti;

Omien osakkeiden hankinta pyritään toteuttamaan lokakuun 2004 loppuun
mennessä. Omien osakkeiden hankinta näillä ehdoilla voi johtaa siihen,
että puolet (50%) osakkeen keskimääräisestä päivävaihdosta ylittyy, mutta
tällöinkään poikkeama ei saa aiheuttaa poikkeuksellista markkinaliikettä
eikä tällöin samana pörssipäivänä voida hankkia enempää kuin 10 %
kaikista hankittavista osakkeista (yhteensä 49.400 kappaletta).
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Appendix 3: Common form of announcement of repurchase
program

Example of the most used form of the exchange release to announce that

the Board of Directors requires an authorization to repurchase:

RAUTE CORPORATION                    STOCK EXCHANGE RELEASE
Translation                          20 February 2006 at 9 am

SUMMONS TO RAUTE CORPORATION'S ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Raute Corporation's shareholders are invited to attend the company's
Annual General Meeting, which will be held on Wednesday 22 March 2006
in Kongressikeskus Fellmanni, address Kirkkokatu 27, Lahti, beginning at
6.00 pm.

THE MEETING WILL DEAL WITH THE FOLLOWING MATTERS:

1. Matters pertaining to the Annual General Meeting pursuant to Article 13
of the company's Articles of Association.

2. Authorization of the Board of Directors to buy back treasury shares

The Board of Directors proposes that the Annual General Meeting
authorize the Board of Directors to decide to buy back Raute Series A
shares using funds available for the distribution of profit. The number of
Series A shares so purchased may not exceed an amount which, in terms
of total nominal value or the number of voting rights carried, together with
treasury shares held by the company and its subsidiaries, corresponds,
after the purchase, to ten per cent (10%) of the company's registered share
capital or the voting rights carried by all shares.

According to the proposal, the Board of Directors may use its authorization
to acquire the company's Series A shares for use in developing the
company's capital structure, as consideration in financing any company
acquisitions or other arrangements, or otherwise for disposal or
invalidation.

Series A shares will be acquired in public trading arranged by Helsinki
Stock Exchange at the market price at the date of acquisition. The
purchase price of the shares will be paid in accordance with the guidelines
of Helsinki Stock Exchange and the rules of Finnish Central Securities
Depository Ltd within the period specified for payment. When the
acquisition of Series A shares takes place in public trading, such
acquisition does not take place in proportion to existing shareholdings. The
acquisition of shares will lower the company's distributable unrestricted
shareholders' equity.
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Company insiders, as defined in the Companies Act, currently own 4.7 per
cent of the company's share capital and hold 8.9 per cent of the voting
rights carried by their shares. As it is proposed that the shares be acquired
in public trading, the share of the company's insiders of the company's
share capital and voting rights cannot be determined in advance. For the
same reason, the effect of the share acquisition on the breakdown of share
ownership and voting rights is not known in advance.

The share acquisition may also apply to Series K shares if Series K shares
are first converted into Series A shares in accordance with Article 3 of
Raute Corporation's Articles of Association.

Other conditions attached to the acquisition of treasury shares will be
decided by the Board of Directors.

This authorization will be valid for one year from the decision of the Annual
General Meeting.
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Appendix 4: The complete list of share repurchase
programmes

In the table are all the firms with repurchasing program in the period

2004-2006. The number after the name of the firm is the financial year

the program has an effect. Underlined names are the firms who have

active repurchasing programs, in the other words, firms had program for

every year and actual buybacks. In the first row are the reasons for

repurchasing the firms named. There are few firms who did not

announced reasons, only the authorization for the repurchasing

program. In the table the number 1 denotes the announced reason for

the repurchase program and the number 2 denotes the actual use of the

repurchased stocks. (2) denotes that the company donated own shares

to a Cultural Foundation to be established.
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Company
invalidate

transferred
for other
purposes

Capital
structure

Incentive
programmes investment

improve
liquidity

AffectoGenimap 06 1 1 1 1 1
Aldata Solution 05 1
Aldata Solution 06
Amanda capital 05 1 1 1 1
Amanda capital 06 1 1 1
Amer Sports 05 1 1 1 1
Aspo 04 1 1 1 1
Aspo 05 1 1 1 1
Aspo 06 1 1 1 1
Aspocomp Group
04 1 1 1 1
Aspocomp Group
05 1 1 1 1
Beltton-yhtiöt 04 1 1 1 1
Beltton-yhtiöt 05 1 1 1 1
Beltton-yhtiöt 06 1 1 1 1
Capman 04 1 1 1 1 1
Capman 05 1 1 1 1 1
Capman 06 1 1 1 1 1
Cargotec 05 1 1 1
Cargotec 06 1 1 1 1 1
Citycon 04 1 1 2 1
Componenta 04 1 1 1 1 1
Componenta 05 1 1 1 1 1
Comptel 04 1 1 1 1 1
Comptel 05 1 1 1 1 1
Comptel 06 1 1 1 1 1
Efore 05
Elisa 05 1 1 1
Elisa 06 1 1 1
Etteplan 04 1 1 1 1
Etteplan 05 1 1 1 1
Etteplan 06 1 1 1 1
Exel 04 1 1 1
Exel 05 1 1 1 1 1
Exel 06 1 1 1 1 1
Finnair 04 1 1 1 1 1
Finnair 05 1 1 1 1 1
Finnair 06 1 1 1 1
Finnlines 04 1 1 1 1
Finnlines 05 2 1 1 1 1 1
Fiskars 04
Fiskars 05 1 1 1 1 1
Fiskars 06 1 1 1 1 1
Fortum 06 1
HK Ruokatalo 06 1 1 1 1 1
Honkarakenne 04 2 1 1 1 1
Honkarakenne 05 1 1 1 1
HOnkarakenne 06 1 1 1 1
Interavanti 04 2 1 1 1
Kasola 04  1 1 1 1 1
Kasola 05 2 1 1 1 1 1
Kasola 06 1 1 1 1 1
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KCI konecranes 04 1 1 1 1 2 1
KCI konecranes 05 1 1 1 1 1
KCI konecranes 06 1 1 1 1 1
Kemira GrowHow
05 1 1 1 1 1
Kemira GrowHow
06 1 1 1 1 1
Kemira 05 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
Kemira 06 1 1 1 1 1 1
Kesla 04 1 1 1 1 1
Kesla 05 1 1 1 2 1 1
Kesla 06
Kone 04 1 1 2 1
Kone05 1 2 1
Kone 06 1 1 1
Kyro 04 1 1 1
Kyro 05 1 1 1
Kyro 06 1 1 1
Leo Longlife 04 1 1 1
Leo Longlife 05 1 1 1 2 1 1
Martela 04 1 1 1
Martela 05 1 1 1
Martela 06 1 1 1
Metso 04 1 1 1 1
Metso 05 1 1 1 1
Metso 06 1 1 1 1
Neomarkka 04 1 1 1
Nokia 04 2 1 1 1 1 1
Nokia 05  2 1 1
Nokia 06 2 1 1
Norvestia 04 1 1 1
Norvestia 05 1 1 1 1
Norvestia 06 1 1 1 1
Olvi 04 1 1 1
Olvi 05 1 1 1
Olvi 06 1 1 1 1
Orion 04 1 1 1 1 1
Orion 05 2 1 1 1 1 1
Outokumpu 04 1 1 2 1 1
Outokumpu 05 1 1 2 1 1
Outokumpu 06 1 1 1 1
Panostaja 04 2 1 1 1 1
Panostaja 05 2 1 1 1 1
Panostaja 05 1 1 1 1
Perlos 04 1 1 1 1
Perlos 05 1 1 1
Perlos 06 1 1 1
Pohjola 04 1 1 1 1 1
Pohjola 05 2 1 1 1 1 1
Jaakko Pöyry Group 04 1 1 1 1
Jaakko Pöyry Group 05 1 1 1 1
Jaakko Pöyry Group 06 1 1 1 1
Raisio 05 1 1 1 1
Raisio 06 1
Rakentajan Konevuokraamo 04 1 1
Rakentajan Konevuokraamo 05 1 1
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Ramirent 04 1 1 1
Ramirent 05 1 1 1
Ramirent 06 1 1 1 1
Rautaruuki 05 1 1 1 1 1
Rautaruuki 06 1 1 1 2 1 1
Raute 05 1 1 1
Raute 06 1 1 1 1
Rocla 04 1 1 1 1
Rocla 05 1 1 1 1 2 1
Rocla 06 1 1 1 1 1
Ruukki 04 1 1 1 1 1
Ruukki 05 1 1 1 1 1
Ruukki 06 1 1 1 1 1
Sampo 04 1 1 1 1
SanomaWSOY 05
Satama Interactive
05 1 1 1 1 2 1
Satama Interactive
06 1 1 1 1 1
Scanfil 05 1 1 1 1 1
Scanfil 06 1 1 1 1 1
Sentera 04 2 1 1 1
Sentera 05 1 1 1
Sentera 06 1 1 1
Solteq 04 2 1 1 1 1
Solteq 05 1 1 1 1
Solteq 06 1 1 1 1
Soprano 05 1 1
Soprano 06 1 1
Sponda 04 1 1 1 1
Sponda 05 1 1 1 1
Sponda 06 1 1 1 1
Stockmann 04 1
Stockmann 05 1
Stockmann 06 1
Stora Enso 04 1 1 1 1
Stora Enso 05  2 1 1 1 1
Stora Enso 06 2 1 1 1 1
Stromsdal 04 1 1 1
Suomen Helasto 04 1 1 1 1
Suomen Helasto 05 1 1 1 1 1
Suomen Helasto 05 1 1 1 1 1
Suominen Yhtymä 04 1 2 1 1
Suominen Yhtymä 05 1 2 1 1
Suominen Yhtymä 06 1 2 1 1
Sysopen 04 2 1 1 1 1 1
Talentum 04 1 1 1 1
Talentum 05 1 1 1 1
Talentum 06 1 1 1 1
Tecnomen 04 1 1 1 2 1
Tecnomen 05 1 1 1 1 2 1
Tecnomen 06 1 1 1 1 1
Tekla 04 1 1 1
Tekla 05 1 1 1
Tekla 06 1 1 1 1
Teleste 04 1 1
Teleste 05 1 2 1
Teleste 06 1 1 1 1
TeliaSonera 05
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Tieto-X 04 2 1 1 1 1
Tieto-X 05 1 1 1 1
Tieto-X 06
TietoEnator 04 1
TietoEnator 05 2 1 1
Tulikivi 04 1 1 1 1
Tulikivi 05 1 1 1 1
Tulikivi 06 1 1 1 1
UPM-Kymmene 04 1 1 1
UPM-Kymmene 05 2 1 1  2 1
UPM-Kymmene 06 (2)
Uponor 04 2 1 1 1 1
Uponor 05 2 1 1 1 1
Uponor 06 2 1 1 1 1
Vacon 04 1 1 1 1 1
Vacon 05 1 1 1 1 1
Vacon 06 1 1 1 1 2 1
Vaisala 05 1 1 2
Wärtsilä 04 1 1 1 1
Wärtsilä 05 1 1 1 1
Wärtsilä 06 1 1 1 1
YIT-Yhtymä 05 1 1 1 1
Yleiselektroniikka 04 1 1 1
Yleiselektroniikka 05 1 1 1
Yleiselektroniikka 06 1 1 1
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APPENDIX 5: An amendment of repurchase program

An example of the way company anticipated the amendment of the Finnish

Company Act in the spring of the 2005:

STORA ENSO OYJ  Stock Exchange Release 3 February 2005 at 11.00

The Board of Directors shall be authorised to use the distributable equity of
the Company to repurchase shares in the Company provided that the
number of Series A shares and Series R shares to be repurchased shall be
proportionate to the total number of issued and existing Series A and
Series R shares. Further, the number of repurchased Series A shares shall
not be more than five (5) per cent of the total number of Series A shares in
the Company at the time of the AGM and the total number of repurchased
Series R shares not more than five (5) per cent of the total number of
Series R shares in the Company at the time of the AGM. Finally, shares in
the Company shall not be repurchased by the same if the repurchase
would lead to the total accounting par value of the shares in the Company
held by the same or its subsidiaries, or the voting power of such shares
after the repurchase, exceeding five (5) per cent of the share capital of the
Company or the total voting power of all shares issued by the Company
and existing at the time. On the basis of the registered share capital of the
Company and the number of issued shares on 2 February 2005, the
authorisation would entitle the Company to repurchase approximately 8
500 000 Series A and approximately 31 000 000 Series R shares. The
exact maximum number of shares of each series that can be repurchased
on the basis of the authorisation will be determined by the AGM.

If the Finnish Companies Act is amended in accordance with plans
announced by the Finnish Ministry of Justice whereby the maximum
number of own shares that a public limited liability company may
repurchase will be increased from the current five (5) per cent to ten (10)
per cent in the year 2005, the maximum number of shares to be
repurchased under the proposed authorisation shall be increased
accordingly without a separate resolution by a Shareholders’ Meeting as
from the date of the entering into force of the amended Companies Act. In
such situation the number of repurchased Series A shares shall not be
more than ten (10) per cent of the total number of Series A shares in the
Company at the time of the AGM and the total number of repurchased
Series R shares not more than ten (10) per cent of the total number of
Series R shares in the Company at the time of the AGM. Shares in the
Company shall not be repurchased by the same if the repurchase would
lead to the total accounting par value of the shares in the Company held by
the same or its subsidiaries, or of the voting power of such shares after the
repurchase, exceeding ten (10) per cent of the share capital of the
Company or the total voting power of all shares issued by the Company
and existing at the time. Finally, the authorisation would also be limited by
any other restrictions set out in the amended Companies Act for the
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repurchase of own shares on the basis of a Board authorisation. On the
basis of the registered share capital of the Company and the number of
issued shares on 2 February 2005, the authorisation would after the
amendment of the Companies Act entitle the Company to repurchase
approximately 17 000 000 Series A and approximately 62 000 000 Series
R shares. The exact maximum number of shares of each series that can be
repurchased on the basis of the authorisation after the amendment of the
Companies Act would be determined by the AGM. In all other respects the
terms of the authorisation would remain unchanged after the amendment of
the Companies Act.
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APPENDIX 6: Invalidation of own shares

Exchange release of UPM, 31.1.2006, concerning invalidation of own

shares:

UPM-Kymmene Corporation   Stock Exchange Release January 31,2006 at
12:30

The purpose of reducing the share capital is to invalidate own shares held
by the company.

The purchase price of the shares will be deducted from the distributable
shareholders' equity. The restricted shareholders' equity of the company
will not be reduced, as the book value (equivalent value) of the invalidated
shares will be transferred from the share capital to the share premium
reserve.

The reduction in share capital will not affect the distribution of share
ownership and the voting rights within the company, as the shares to be
invalidated are in the possession of the company.
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